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Abstract
Policymakers and businesses need a good understanding of the current state of
society to make fully informed decisions. In contrast to traditional approaches to
measuring human behaviour, which can be expensive, time-consuming and subject
to delay, data on collective online behaviour, such as what people are searching for on
Google, is available publicly, rapidly and at low cost. Studies into online behaviour
may therefore be able to provide useful insights into collective human behaviour in
the real world.
Here, we investigate whether online data from social media platforms, such
as Instagram and Twitter, and search engine data, specifically data from Google,
can help estimate key characteristics of society. In particular, we seek to infer the
number of people speaking various languages across different urban areas based on
publicly exchanged messages on the photo-sharing platform Instagram. We find that
such data can help estimate the spatial distribution of language usage in Greater
London. In a parallel analysis, we investigate whether Twitter data is similarly
useful. However, our results suggest that data from Instagram is more valuable, as
a higher number of posts to the service contain location data.
We also investigate whether online data can be used to help estimate economic
activity. Specifically, we focus on unemployment rates in the United Kingdom and
draw on data retrieved from Google Trends. Our findings reveal that Google search
data can help generate quicker estimates of the current level of unemployment before
official data is released. We also find that, according to some performance metrics, a
variable selection technique based on an elastic net can improve model performance.
This thesis highlights the potential for inferences generated from online data
xiv
to complement official statistics, for example by providing quicker estimates before
official figures are released. We suggest that rapid, low-cost measurements of collec-
tive human behaviour from publicly available data may provide valuable new insights
for policymakers and businesses alike.
xv
Chapter 1
Introduction
In this digital age, people are actively engaging in online activities such as searching
for information, communicating, and sharing stories. These activities generate online
data that are being collected by online service providers, resulting in huge datasets
that contain information on human behaviour at a collective level. Furthermore,
some of these datasets are publicly available and can be accessed at low cost. For
researchers, this becomes a new source of information opening up new opportunities
for studying human behaviour and society at a large scale.
Gaining a better understanding of current human activity patterns at the
collective level is crucial for shaping the future. Governments and businesses need
to make decisions and require up-to-date information that captures a detailed snap-
shot of our society. Many key measurements of society are currently obtained from
surveys. For example, in England and Wales, the Census is carried out every decade
to collect valuable measurements of the status of society [1]. However, the time and
effort required for such surveys mean that results are only published after a long pe-
riod of time [2–6]. Official statistics bodies around the world have been looking for
alternative approaches to estimate statistics that is cheaper and quicker to publish,
complementing more traditional approaches [7–10]. Therefore, it is increasingly im-
portant to obtain the best possible estimates in a timely fashion to support decision
making on important matters.
Text, images, audio and video files are all forms of data that people have been
generating through online activities. To be able to gain a better understanding of
these large amounts of data, appropriate methods for data collection, analysis, and
presentation are necessary. For example, spatial data could be used to investigate
the question "How many people are employed in each boroughs of London?". In
contrast, time series data could be used to ask "How many people are employed in
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London during each month or year?".
Appropriate methods are required to work with spatial and temporal data.
Online data from social media platforms and search engines can provide such data
in order to produce statistics across space and statistics across time to understand
human behaviour at a collective level. Based on the types of data described, this
thesis will investigate statistics across space and statistics across time using online
data and official statistics. First, it will investigate one example that involves spatial
data. In relation to this, Instagram is a large social media platform that allows users
to upload photos and videos which can include information on where the photos and
videos were taken. Twitter is another platform in which users can post and interact
with short messages or ‘tweets’. Similar to Instagram, users can attach a real-world
location to their tweets at the time of posting. For both platforms, information
on the real-world location can be either specified directly by users or determined
automatically by GPS enabled device such as a smartphone. Photos or tweets that
contain geographic location details are also known as geotagged photos or tweets.
By using location information from these two data sources, a spatial data analysis
can be conducted to produce statistics across space. This thesis will also investigate
another example that involves estimating official statistics across time. Google is an
online search engine that allows users to submit queries to search for information
online. Aggregated search volume data on queries from Google are available in a
time series format, which can be used to produce statistics across time.
Computational social scientists have recently started to exploiting the advan-
tage of the large amount of online datasets to investigate human behaviour in the
real world. Chapter 2 explores a wide range of examples pf previous research that
study the potential of online data to infer human activity patterns at a collective
level, including obtaining quicker estimates of important measurements, such as in-
cidences of influenza. We cover a number of studies demonstrating that data from
social networking websites such as Facebook, social media for microblogging (e.g.
Twitter), photo sharing platforms (e.g. Instagram and Flickr) and search engines
and online encyclopedias (e.g.Google and Wikipedia) can be used to gain a better
understanding of collective human behaviour. These studies also highlight the use-
fulness of online data which can complement current approaches and help obtain
quicker estimates of national statistics. Chapter 3 reviews the UK’s official statistics
data sources for both language usage and unemployment rates. We then describe
statistical approaches used in the thesis. This chapter also provides information on
various error measures and model selection techniques that will be used to quantify
the usefulness of online data and compare its estimating performance in terms of
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accuracy.
To begin with, this thesis will investigate the online photo sharing platform,
Instagram, to identify the relationship between online data and official statistics.
There are currently more than one thousand spoken languages across the world. The
ability to estimate how many people speak a particular language, such as Japanese,
across regions would help policymakers in planning local public services, including
language translation needs. Language usage statistics could also provide insights
into the cultural population of local areas, which can be of value for businesses when
making inferences about potential customers. In politics, early estimates of statistics
on language usage could help potential politicians to start a campaign aiming to
support cultural communities and increase the number of cultural facilities, which
could subsequently bring social and economic benefits to the area. In Chapter 4,
we start with estimating national statistics across space, specifically language usage
statistics across areas in Greater London and Greater Manchester, using Instagram
data. We focus on languages that are commonly used on Instagram. Our findings
reveal that there are some languages in our Instagram data that can be used to
help generate estimates, complementing the official data from the Census, which is
published every ten years.
Apart from Instagram, we consider another online data source, Twitter, to
evaluate whether it can be used to help obtain quicker estimates, including exploring
broader spatial units of measurement. In Chapter 5, we build on and extend the
analysis in Chapter 4 by using geotagged Twitter data from Greater London Our
results show that, overall, Twitter data provides improvement in estimates more
than baseline models although it has a weaker effect compared to the Instagram
analysis. This may be due to a lower availability of posts with geotagged coordinates
on Twitter compared to Instagram. In addition, we conduct the analysis on place-
tagged tweets published to estimate the number of people who speak a particular
language across different boroughs in Greater London. Our results reveal there is
only one language for which there is evidence that Twitter data can provide better
estimates than the baseline model for borough-level analysis.
Overall, this thesis provides evidence that Instagram and Twitter data reflect
Census data for some languages. Social media data may therefore be useful for
estimating the size of smaller cultural communities in urban settings by measuring
language usage. In contrast to the spatial online data used to infer how languages
are used in different parts of cities, we also investigate the potential of using online
data to estimate national statistics across time. The unemployment rate is a key
economic indicator, as it can be used to track economic performance. However, in
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the UK, it is usually released with two months delay. For example, in mid-May
2020, the most recent data relates to February 2020. In particular at times of crisis,
it is clear that data that is several months old does not provide sufficient insight
into the current economic wellbeing of the country. Quicker measurements allow
policymakers to rapidly plan labour market policies. It also allows businesses and
jobseekers to monitor up-to-date labour market performance, including periods of
recession and recovery.
In Chapter 6, we investigate the usefulness ofGoogle search data from January
2004 to February 2017 in generating current estimates of unemployment rates in the
United Kingdom, before official figures are released. Obtaining early estimates before
the official release of such figures is known as nowcasting. Search data obtained from
Google Trends are used to complement the official data in the model to generate the
estimates. We find that the nowcasting models incorporating search data generate
more accurate estimates than a model with official data only. Our results suggest
that Google search data can help nowcast the UK’s unemployment rate. Previous
research has focused on a single search term or small groups of Google search terms.
To obtain a broader set of search terms provided by Google Trends, we consider
a novel machine learning and regularisation technique. This technique selects a
number of relevant or important Google keywords to be used in nowcasting models.
Our findings show that according to some performance metrics, variable selection
techniques, especially an elastic net, can help select the optimal model to estimate
current unemployment rates. This underlines the usefulness of machine learning
technique on selecting relevant keywords objectively, providing quicker estimates of
key economic indicators at low cost.
Finally, in Chapter 7, the main conclusions of this thesis are presented.
4
Chapter 2
Background
As introduced in Chapter 1, the current approach to retrieve key measurements of
the society (e.g. unemployment rates or language statistics) requires human effort to
collect and process data, which can be time-consuming and costly. The availability
of online data opens up new opportunities to study human behaviour and society at a
large scale. Therefore, this thesis will investigate whether online data can be used to
estimate national statistics across space and statistics across time. Statistics across
space requires spatial data, such as the Census, to analyse while time series data,
such as historical monthly figures of unemployment rates, is necessary for statistics
across time.
Traditionally, the official figures representing the current state of the economy
are normally released with a delay. The figures are often in a time series format,
revealing trends and magnitudes of key economic quantities over time. Alternative
data sources, such as business surveys, are published more quickly than the official
figure and they can be used to monitor current activity. Economists, therefore, tackle
this challenge by looking for a signal of change in direction using other data sources
which are accessible and more recent than the official figures. This approach, known
as nowcasting [4, 11, 12], allows economists to predict the present to obtain early
estimates before the official figure is released. The fundamental of nowcasting is
building a regression model to obtain the estimates given the training data - either
official figure or other data sources or both. Even though the official figure has a time
lag, the more recent data from other data sources can be used to estimate the missing
gap. In relation to research, nowcasting opens a new opportunity for researchers to
use other data sources, which can help close publication gaps in official figures, to
investigate and gain new insights into the current state of society. Recent studies
have investigated whether online data from search engines and social media might
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provide a good indicator before official figures are available at low cost [4, 5, 13–21].
It has been revealed that online data can complement official data in obtaining the
best possible current estimates. Thus, nowcasting with online data can potentially
help close reporting gaps in official statistics.
This thesis considers whether online data could be used to provide quicker
estimates by analysing data obtained from social media platforms such as Instagram
and Twitter and search engines (e.g. Google). To gain a better understanding of
the potential of online data, the following section explores a wide range of relevant
previous research statistics. This chapter will begin with exploring two broad cat-
egories of online data that are publicly available: Social media data and data on
online information gathering. In each category, it will start with describing previous
studies that have used online data to gain new insights, it will be followed by studies
that have specifically considered nowcasting to obtain quicker estimates.
1 Social networking data
The advancement of communication devices and Internet technology, such as email,
mobile phones, and instant messaging, has allowed people to interact instantly with-
out the need to physically meet. This also includes social networking where users can
engage in social interactions in a public manner. These activities generate data and
these datasets are being collected by online service providers. Social scientists are
interested in gaining new insights into human behaviour at a large scale from these
new data sources, which are publicly available at low cost. Social networking services
such as Instagram and Twitter provide a platform on which people can express their
opinions and share their stories through short text messages, photos, audio and video
messages in any language. This section will describe previous studies that have used
online data from various social media platforms such as Instagram, Twitter, Face-
book and Flickr to obtain new insights into collective human behaviour. Based on
each online data source, it will also explore previous studies that have focused on
obtaining best possible estimates, including nowcasting.
1.1 Instagram photos
Instagram is another large social media platform with almost a billion users around
the world. Instagram was founded in 2010 as an online platform which allows users to
upload photos and videos with the option to include geographic location. Instagram
data is made publicly available through the Instagram API but with restricted access,
users need to request to access first.
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Previous research has argued that Instagram’s social network properties are
different to Twitter and Flickr as users typically post once a week, and users prefer
to use the share location feature with other users to indicate the location the photo
was taken [22]. Previous studies on data from Instagram have investigated its poten-
tial in estimating mobility patterns deriving from geolocation that are tagged with
the uploaded picture [23]. Mobility patterns involves monitoring people move from
place to place. These patterns can be estimated based on the real-world geographic
location that are indicated either directly by the users on the platform or from the
mobile devices that have GPS (Global Positioning System) technology enabled. By
introducing techniques to analyse the social network and visualising the online data,
the studies suggested that Instagram datasets might be suitable for finding popular
regions of cities, be able to capture cultural signature behaviour, and are less sus-
ceptible to changes over time. The authors also suggest that Instagram data can
complement other online data sources to provide more information about human
movement patterns in the city and urban social behaviour. Similarly, another study
estimated the number of attendees during a football match based on the number of
Instagram users who shared photos from within the stadium during the time period
of the event [24].
Another research area involving Instagram datasets are socio-cultural char-
acteristics [25–29]. For example, colour usage and hue intensities patterns in images
were compared between those from New York City and Tokyo [26]. Visual data
of Instagram photos can imply specific cultural characteristics based on colour and
hue identification which are different between New York City and Tokyo. Another
study visualised Instagram data across 13 different cities to analyse data at multiple
spatial and temporal scales. Analysing the photos visually, the researchers explored
how image composition in Instagram photos can have impact on the relationship
between the viewers and the photographers [28]. It also increases the viewer’s desire
in social connection and to share their own experience through photos. Interestingly,
a recent study has shown that photos with faces are more likely to gain attention
from other users regardless of the number of faces appearing in the photo; age; and
gender [27]. Previous research has analysed Instagram photos and corresponding
texts (e.g. captions and comments) containing healthy lifestyle hashtags. [29]. The
results suggested that such images are associated with positive feelings and promote
a healthy lifestyle through body appearance of the subject.
Geographic data from Instagram images shows a specific spatial distribution
of images and main hotspots, which implies possibilities to generate information on
citizens’ preferred locations such as green space or natural park [30]. This informa-
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tion can support city planners when making decisions about policies and transporta-
tion as people’s preferences are captured in online data.
Through analysing the textual information of Instagram photos and labelling
photos subjectively by a human, another study reveals that Instagram posts with a
negativity percentage from 60% to 70% are less likely to encounter online bullying
[31]. Moreover, through linguistic and psychological analysis, Instagram posts with
certain linguistic contents such as death, appearance, religion, and sexuality as well
as image contents relating to drugs are highly associated with cyberbullying. Lastly,
a machine learning model can identify cyberbullying based on textual information
only while image data can be used to detect occurrences of cyberbullying.
Having examined previous research using Instagram data, the amount of
research relating to nowcasting is limited. Moreover, modelling spatial data using
vast quantities of geotagged data, including texts, from Instagram photos has not
yet been looked at. Therefore, there is an opportunity to use Instagram photos data
in this way.
1.2 Twitter data
Twitter is an online platform where users can share opinions publicly via short
messages, called "tweets". A tweet was previously limited to 140 characters in order
to encourage active engagement with easily digestible information rather than long
pieces of text. This was changed in 2017, and the limit is now 280 characters. Users
can choose to follow other users by using a subscribing feature called "following".
One of the widely used features of Twitter is retweeting, allowing tweets to be shared
by other users with a single click. The nature of retweets enables rapid transfer of
information to the public. Twitter data are available through the Twitter public
API (Application Programming Interface). This has allowed many researchers to
analyse Twitter messages.
The online flow of information based on where the message is sent to can
disclose fundamental social, political, and economic behaviour - trends and patterns.
However, inferring both language and location from short messages imposes an issue
since the best method to do this remains unclear.
Determining exact location of the user at the time of submitting the tweet
based on a tweet is a significant challenge. One way to obtain this information
is to retrieve profile information that is specified by a user (e.g. ‘London, United
Kingdom’) when setting up a Twitter account. However, a user can type in any
text, which in turn can be in any language. Thus, it is difficult to obtain an accurate
geolocation from profile location alone. Alternatively, some researchers narrow down
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tweets by restricting theirs analysis to tweets that come with geolocation - the real-
world location of the user at the time of the tweet as determined by the GPS enabled
device. Geolocation information depends on the user’s privacy settings for their
Twitter account. A single tweet contains either a pair of latitude and longitude
coordinates representing an exact real-world location or a rectangular bounding box
depicting approximate location or both. Tweets that contain latitude/longitude
coordinates are known as "geotagged" tweets [32]. A bounding box is a set of
coordinates that covers the geographic area as a rectangular box rather than a single
coordinate point. The exact location information is provided by the device that was
used to upload the tweet message. Specifically, this information is inherited from
either the Global Positioning System (GPS) implemented by the user’s device or by
finding the user’s location via the Internet Protocol (IP) address [33, 34]. However,
the user’s IP address can be masked by using a Virtual Private Network (VPN) or
the Tor browser which preserves users’ anonymity online [35].
Researchers have found that geotagged tweets with precise location constitute
a small proportion only [33]. Specifically, out of 19 million tweets, less than one per-
cent have geolocation information. This poses a challenge of forming a representative
sample of the broader population in terms of content in messages as the number of
data points is cut down. Furthermore, the sample could be biased by factors such as
age and level of income. Having collected 144 million geotagged tweets in the US,
containing 2.6 million unique users, a previous study investigated the relationship
between counts of unique Twitter users and 2010 Census population counts [36]. By
using the smallest granularity level available from the Census, the results reveal that
the geotagged tweets are non-randomly distributed over the US population. As a
result, it is suggested that geotagged tweets in the US have a population bias. In
addition, they are influenced by a higher level of income, the preference of younger
people, and whether area is urban or not. Therefore, the low proportion of geotagged
tweets in comparison to overall tweets poses a challenge for researchers, as they have
to find a method to infer locations from non-geotagged tweets, such as tweets with
bounding box coordinates that are tagged by Twitter.
To determine language of short messages, methods employed on Twitter data
in previous studies vary. Twitter has its own language classifier in accordance to
Best Current Practices (BCP 47) for the Internet community. The key challenge of
identifying the language of short texts or tweets is that language classifier algorithms
are often trained on long sentences or whole documents [37]. Moreover, the use of
URLs and hashtags in tweets introduces complexity. URLs and hashtags were found
to be strongly related with retweet rates amongst 74 million tweets [38]. In addition,
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more than half of all retweeted tweets contain URLs, while only 19 percent of all
tweets have URLs.
Some researchers aggregate tweets based on user account to create longer mes-
sages so that the classifier can produce a more accurate answer [37]. Alternatively,
there is an automated tool called Compact Language Detection (CLD) which was
developed by Google. After providing a text in any language to CLD, it reports one
or more detected languages. It also indicates the corresponding percentage share of
the detected language in the original text. The CLD has been used in detecting lan-
guages in blog parts [39]. However, the CLD’s accuracy for short messages remains
unclear.
Due to the vast quantity of tweets being made available, numerous studies us-
ing Twitter messages have investigated a variety of research areas applying different
techniques for collecting location and language data on Twitter. Human behaviour
can be influenced by opinions as people’s beliefs and perceptions of reality, and
the decisions we make, are largely conditioned on how others perceive and evaluate
the world. People usually seek others’ opinion before making an informed decision
and this also applies to organisational decision making. Through collecting 1.6 mil-
lion tweets for two months in 2009, researchers have investigated social influence on
user’s interactions, such as the spreading of information, based on user character-
istics - number of followers, friends, and tweets [40]. Based on a linear regression
tree and resampling techniques, their results reveal that having a large number of
followers is one of the main factors that could lead to a higher number of retweets.
A logistic regression model built on 10,000 randomly sampled tweets estimated the
probability of retweeting. The number of followers was found to correspond with the
amount of retweets, implying social influence [38].
Two of the active fields are sentiment analysis and opinion mining which
analyse people’s attitudes and emotions towards various entities such as individuals,
objects, and services [41]. Twitter data have been used to determine positive, nega-
tive and neutral sentiments using natural language processing techniques [42–44]. In
contrast, the collective mood (positive/negative, calm, alert, sure, vital, kind, and
happy) classified in tweets through mood detecting tools has been used to estimate
the stock market, specifically the Dow Jones Industrial Average [45]. Mood states
were linked to signal changes in stock market values. Another study found that the
sentiment expressed in tweets can be used to predict information flow relating to
terrorist events [46]. Positive and supporting tweets tend to be shared more often
than negative tweets following a terrorist event.
One of the key characteristics of social media is that users have the capability
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to become active content producers. Therefore, Twitter is also widely used as a
news sharing platform since users can participate in news production and diffusion.
People who are interested in certain topics such as sport and politics are likely to
express opinions and emotions through tweets. In the US, researchers have found
that users tend to be supportive of those who have similar political view through
retweeting [47]. Also, politicians who have extreme ideological positions have a large
number of followers [48]. Using text analysis software on 100,000 tweets relevant
to politics, researchers found evidence that the number of messages mentioning a
political party corresponds with the election result in Germany, suggesting the user-
generated content as an indicator of political sentiment [49].
A growing number of studies in recent years have studied language statistics
across space using Twitter data. Previous studies in this field have focused on deter-
mining the language and geographic location of tweets [33], and mapping languages
across different geographic scales ranging from country to city level [50]. Another
study compared the most commonly used languages within the top ten countries
that tweet the most in a particular year [51]. Different communication patterns of
eight popular Twitter languages were investigated [52]. The effect of language usage
on online social ties [53] and the average length of tweets across different regions [54]
were also studied. These studies suggest that spatial online data, especially Twitter,
which is a popular data source for scholars, has the potential to estimate language
statistics. Nevertheless, the question whether the distribution of languages retrieved
from online data reflects official statistics data such as the Census remains unclear.
This section introduced several approaches to detect language and location
in short messages. However, the objective of this thesis is not to compare the best
approach in identifying them, but to highlight the importance of using such methods
to gain an understanding of the spatial distribution of languages on Twitter. More-
over, having discussed previous studies focusing on Twitter data, it remains unclear
whether language usage in tweets can improve official estimates. Also, modelling
spatial data using vast quantities of geotagged tweets and bounding box coordinates
has not yet been looked at. Therefore, this presents an opportunity to investigate
the relationship of language patterns in official statistics and online data, specifically
Twitter data.
Nowcasting with Twitter data
Online data opens up a new opportunity for researchers to investigate whether online
data can be used to generate quicker estimates of key quantities, which might oth-
erwise only be known at a later date, which is commonly referred to as "nowcast".
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This would allow academics to gain early estimates of collective human behaviour
in the real-world. One example for such a behaviour is how people move from one
location to another. The capability of online data to infer such mobility patterns led
to a range of studies using Twitter data [55–57]. Previous research has shown that
Twitter data can also be used to infer levels of rainfall in a given location and time
[58].
One of the active fields aiming to nowcast with tweets is disease detection
and monitoring. Amongst various diseases, Dengue is a viral disease transmitted
by mosquitoes, which can lead to fatality. It is difficult to predict since it is costly
to build real-time monitoring systems in many cities and regions where this is a
problem. In Brazil, reports of dengue cases are frequently delayed by 3 to 4 weeks
and often longer [59, 60]. It has been suggested that Twitter data can provide
quicker estimates, complementing traditional disease-surveillance systems, at low
cost [61, 62]. Previous research has demonstrated that Twitter can be used as a
real-time source for information on dengue activity at population level as tweets
relevant to the disease have a positive correlation with the reported cases [60, 63].
By comparing Twitter, Google Trends and Wikipedia as potential online data
sources for dengue activity, researchers have also discovered that there is a correlation
between the number of disease mentions in social networks and physician visits [64].
Out of the mentioned online data sources above, the authors also found that Twitter
can play a more crucial role to nowcast dengue activity at city and country level.
A combination of these online data sources might offer more timely information on
dengue activity which would benefit public health officials.
Twitter datasets are publicly available and therefore attracted many social
researchers in various research subfields. In the context of nowcasting, many stud-
ies on human mobility patterns, natural events, and disease monitoring have been
conducted using Twitter data. They underline the usefulness of online data in now-
casting real-world events before official figures are released. However, the number of
studies on estimating language statistics across space are very limited. This presents
an opportunity for this thesis.
1.3 Facebook data
Facebook is an online social networking website that allows users to share messages,
comments, photographs and videos. These contents as well as user information
can be shared with other users publicly or can be limited to a certain group of
friends. Facebook had more than two billion users in June 2017 and it has attracted
social scientists to study information from this very large data source [65]. However,
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Facebook heavily limits the access to their data due to privacy concerns. In order to
overcome this issue, researchers started to collect user data through Facebook apps,
which request user consent for accessing and analysing the data.
Facebook provides user content posted on the social network through the
"News Feed" feature, which is a proprietary algorithm. It provides personalised
content according to a user’s information consumption preferences. A number of
studies involving Facebook data have investigated the existence of a social media
echo chamber, in which online users tend to consume information from sources that
support their beliefs or other people who share similar viewpoints [66–69]. Having
investigated video contents and user comments on Facebook, one study reveals that
the two distinct and conflicting types of narratives (i.e. conspiracy-like and scientific
news) encourage echo chambers [66]. In addition, through a statistical learning model
using commenting patterns under posted videos, it can be determined which one of
the two conflicting narratives a user prefers with good precision. Using quantitative
analysis on Facebook data, researchers have found that online users tend to have a
limited number of preferred news sources or Facebook pages, creating a community
structure [67]. Another study suggests that exposure to news and opinions are more
influenced by users’ choices rather than the ranking of content by the Facebook
News Feed algorithm [70]. Therefore, the effect of algorithms in encouraging the
creation of echo chambers remains controversial as the algorithm is being developed
dynamically.
The concept of echo chambers has been applied to other subjects such as
the spread of information including false information known as "fake news". Recent
studies on fake news detection analyse Facebook posts considering users’ preferences
to scientific or conspiracy-like pages. As a result, a post can be classified as "fake" or
"non-fake" on the basis of users, who like the post [71]. By comparing scientific and
conspiracy-like news that are published on Facebook, it is suggested that users who
are continuously exposed to unverified rumours are more likely to spread the false
information [68, 72–75]. These rumours are continuously circulating within commu-
nities that support such a viewpoint, and, as a consequence, become widespread and
keep emerging on social platforms. Previous research provides evidence that confir-
mation bias plays a major role in the spreading of misinformation online [76, 77].
This can subsequently generate echo chambers and polarised communities that have
similar patterns of information consumption [72, 74, 75, 77] and disregard contrary
information that attempts to prove that their beliefs are invalid [78]. Additionally,
engaging in a discussion with corrections tends to create negative sentiment in the
polarised group [70, 73]. Using keyword extraction techniques, a previous study has
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provided evidence that echo chambers encourage the spread of false information in
various categories including environment, diet, health and politics [79].
Facebook and its political effect on general election results has attracted at-
tention from the public, specifically during the 2016 US presidential election. As
a result, numerous studies investigated whether social media has played a crucial
role in influencing political campaigns and election results. Social media was first
used for political activities during the 2008 US presidential election. A study rel-
evant to the mentioned election used linear regressions on undergraduate student
data and revealed that political activity on Facebook has a positive relationship
with political participation in the real-world [80], suggesting that political activity
on Facebook helps increase in political participation. Through quantitative content
analysis on a sample of Facebook groups that are associated with the 2008 US pres-
idential candidates, a study has found evidence that engagement between users and
positive/negative perspective towards presidential candidates also plays a role in
the amount of support on the platform [81]. Since then, social media has become a
critical tool for political campaigns worldwide and researchers have attempted to dis-
cover the effects of social media on users during elections, such as perception towards
the candidates and participation in political activities, including election results and
political campaign strategies [82–86]. Facebook allows politicians to quickly express
ideas and share their private daily life to gain new followers and possible voters at
low cost [82]. Reaching voters and targeting messages across different audiences
in terms of political orientations (e.g. conservative and liberal) and interests are
possible by paying Facebook for advertisements. Researchers have discovered that
personalised political campaigns according to users’ gender, geographic location, and
political ideology can attract voters who were initially undecided [87]. A study on
the UK 2015 general election revealed that the Conservative party used Facebook
to target messages to specific voters, possibly exceeding spending limits [88]. This
would undermine the principles of fair and open elections in the UK because political
parties that have lower funds would reach fewer voters through Facebook. Through
content analysis from US candidates’ pages focusing on three categories - politi-
cal advertising, emotional appeals, and social endorsement - a previous study has
identified different strategies used by candidates such as attacking the opponent by
highlighting the opponent’s weakness or acclaiming (expressing candidate’s strength
and why people should vote for) during the 2008 and 2012 general elections [89].
Since 2016, Facebook has allowed users to express their emotional reactions
when viewing posted content on the network. This allows social scientists to inves-
tigate the expressed emotion and sentiment using both reactions data and textual
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information. The text used in messages is usually classified as positive, negative or
neutral, implying user’s perception towards the content. Using deep learning tech-
niques processing posted content and reactions from public pages of supermarket
chains, a study has shown that textual content by users can be used to predict users’
reaction to a new post (e.g. angry, love, and etc.). [90]. In addition to Facebook
reactions, researchers have found evidence suggesting that emoticon usage, such as
":)", can be used to detect user sentiment as there is a positive relationship between
emoticon usage and reactions [91]. Therefore, it is suggested that Facebook reac-
tion data can help provide more information for emotion detection and classification
complementing the analysis of textual messages [92].
Due to limited access on Facebook data, it is challenging to obtain Facebook
data at population level including time series and geolocation data. Therefore, the
majority of research on Facebook focuses on content consumption patterns, commu-
nity networks, the spread of misinformation, and controversial issues, such as political
campaign and social media influence. Moreover, studies that focus on nowcasting
to obtain quicker estimates using Facebook are very limited. For these reasons, this
thesis will evaluate other data sources that can be used to complement official statis-
tics.
1.4 Flickr data
An online photo sharing platform called Flickr allows users to upload photos and
share them amongst friends or other users. For each photo, Flickr records meta
information of the photos including the location, time and camera settings with
which it was taken, as well as uploaded title, description and tags. Users have the
option to include location data when uploading from a smartphone or a camera
in which GPS is enabled. Although users can manually add a geographic location
after photos have been successfully uploaded to Flickr, it is likely that GPS enabled
devices contribute the majority of geotagged photographs [19]. Flickr datasets are
made publicly available. They can be accessed through an API.
Researchers have investigated Flickr as a potential online data source for
various studies. A recent study examined whether Flickr photos can be used to
quantify the presence of art in an urban area such as London [93]. The study
demonstrates that the number of Flickr photos with the word "art" attached is
positively correlated with relative increases in property prices within London. At
the same time, mapping unpleasant and pleasant sound in urban areas is possible
using geotagged Flickr photos with sound-related tags [94]. Researchers combined
geotagged photo tags from Flickr and Instagram and geotagged tweets from Twitter
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to show that online data can be mapped to smell-related words, classified into ten
categories, in urban landscapes [95]. These studies suggest that online data could
help city planners and policy makers to create smart urban cities by gaining more
understanding of environmental issues.
Nowcasting with Flickr data
A study on Flickr, identifying protests through photo descriptions across different
countries, reveals a positive relationship between the number of photos that are
tagged with protest and the number of protest reports in a newspaper [96]. This
implies that online social media data can be used to detect real-world events. Flickr
data has also been used to monitor collective interest in large-scale disasters, such
as Hurricane Sandy in 2012. Researchers found that there is a relationship between
the number of photos uploaded to Flickr with a relevant tag specific to Hurricane
Sandy and the level of disaster severity during the incident [97].
Human mobility patterns can be investigated using the location information
where a photo was taken and its timestamp which is attached to Flickr photos. The
sequence of geotagged photos can infer users’ travel patterns, including destinations,
allowing researchers to study and gain more understanding of tourism [98]. In the
area of tourism, a previous study suggests that Flickr data can help estimate visitor
numbers to recreational locations worldwide such as natural parks and museums us-
ing Flickr photos [99]. Researchers have also discovered that geotagged photos from
Flickr can be used to estimate tourism demand at the city level [100]. Furthermore,
by inferring travel patterns based on geolocation information of Flickr photos, re-
searchers have found evidence of a correlation between the number of visitors to the
UK based on Flickr estimates and the official foreign visitors’ estimates in the UK
[19]. Similarly, another relevant study on movement patterns of individuals between
major cities in the UK have also identified a link between the number of journeys
between cities based on Flickr estimates and the official data [20]. A previous study
modelled international travel flows to quantify travelling interactions (e.g. travel
distance and number of countries visited) between countries [101].
Using the information on when and where the photo was uploaded, researchers
were able to utilise this information to investigate online behaviour and real-world
events. These studies have underlined the usefulness of Flickr photo data in detect-
ing and monitoring collective human behaviour.
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1.5 Summary of social media data
Previous studies have demonstrated that the analysis of online social media data
can provide insight into current or recent past behaviour in the real world. These
online data sources have highlighted the usefulness and the opportunity in obtaining
accurate and quick estimates.
Since social media services and their functions vary, investigating different
types of social media can provide additional evidence. In addition, each social media
site might have a specific population due to various preferences or interests of users.
Previous studies have focused on social network (i.e. Facebook) and social media
sites that provide short messaging services (e.g. Twitter). Photo sharing sites have a
large number of users too. The usefulness of Flickr photos in obtaining estimates has
been extensively investigated by extracting relevant information, such as messages or
locations from photos. However, some data sources such as Instagram have been less
popular within the scientific community. While both Flickr and Instagram’s main
function is photo sharing, Instagram has more active users compared to Flickr [102,
103]. Also, Flickr ’s strength is to offer a photo library for bloggers and professional
photographers. On the other hand, Instagram attracts users through the use of social
features such as stories. In addition, the majority of Instagram users tends to be
the younger generation (under age 35) [104, 105]. This implies that both Flickr and
Instagram provide photo sharing services to different population and age groups. A
more extensive study on Instagram would help close the gap in the literature and
provide a better understanding in using online social media data.
A study on modelling a spatial data source that provides a vast amount of
geotagged photos, including texts, and its relationship with language usage statistics
across space, is missing. Therefore, this presents an opportunity for this thesis to
investigate Instagram data. Furthermore, Twitter is also a spatial data source that
provides geotagged tweets. The amount of research on estimating language statistics
across space using Twitter is also limited. Therefore, investigating Twitter could
help to obtain a better understanding of social media data and better estimates
of language usage statistics. A study focusing on both data sources will provide a
response to one of the main objectives of this thesis, which is to investigate whether
online data can be used to estimate statistics spatially. In contrast, statistics across
time often requires data in a time series format to detect a trend or pattern. It is
challenging to obtain social media data across time due to limited access. It requires
effort to collect these datasets over a long period. The next section will explore
another type of online data sources that publicly offer time series data.
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2 Data on online information gathering
This section will introduce two of the most commonly used online data sources for
online information gathering: Google and Wikipedia. For each online data source, we
will explore previous studies in this broad research area and then focus on nowcasting
in particular.
2.1 Google
To search for information online, people often submit a query to a search engine.
One of the most popular search engines is Google. Data on search queries tends to
reveal people’s interests. For instance, it is likely that people who are without a job
will search for "job" using a search engine. Google is a widely used website that
dominates the world’s search engine market and handles 90 percent of all queries
made in 2017 [106, 107]. Therefore, search volume data from Google is likely to
cover a wide range of Internet users in the world. This highlights the potential of
Internet search data as a data source for the analysis of collective human behaviour.
Search query data that users send to Google each day is aggregated and made
publicly accessible on the Google Trends website. On Google Trends, search volume
data is available from 2004 onwards and can be restricted to a country or region. The
website reports search volume for a given query as an index relative to the highest
search volume during the specified time period within the particular geographical
region. There is no information on the absolute number of searches and queries with
very low search volume are not reported due to privacy reasons. The maximum
search volume the period is normalised to 100. The rest is scaled proportionally. In
other words, a value of 100 is the highest search volume in a specified time period
and a value of 50 stands for half of searches compared to the highest volume. For
instance, the search interest for "Brexit" peaked in June 2016 with a value of 100
(Fig. 2.1). In June 2016, the highest search interest was registered on 24th June,
which corresponds to the day after the referendum on 23rd June 2016 (Fig. 2.2).
The overall number of searches increases over time. Search volume in 2004
was lower compared to today. Furthermore, search volume data obtained fromGoogle
Trends is based on a sample [108]. On the same day, the query results for the same
term will be the same [5]. On a different day, the result for the same term can be
different. This also applies to weekly or monthly data where the results can differ
when search volume is obtained again in a different week or month.
Apart from reporting search volume for a given query, Google Trends also
reports related search terms for each query. Relations between search terms are
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Figure 2.1: Searching for "Brexit" since 2004.
Figure taken from https://trends.google.com/trends/explore?date=all&geo=
GB&q=brexit. Retrieved 20 August 2019.
Figure 2.2: Searching for "Brexit" in June 2016.
Figure taken from https://trends.google.com/trends/explore?date=2016-06-
01 2016-06-30&geo=GB&q=brexit. Retrieved 20 August 2019.
collected when a user enters a query which is then followed by another query. There
are two main metrics of related queries that Google Trends reports: "Top" and
"Rising" [109]. Top searches are the most frequent search terms used in the same
search session within the specified country or region. Rising searches are keywords
that have the highest growth in volume in the chosen time period.
Google search data has been used extensively by social scientists to gain a
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better understanding of collective human behaviour. One previous study discov-
ered that search query volume can provide information on financial market moves
within Eurozone countries to a certain extent [110]. A number of studies found the
relationship between financial market movements and changes in search behaviour
[111, 112]. The current transaction volumes of stock markets are correlated with
changes in search volume [111]. The related study implied that search volume data
could be used to provide insights before the stock market moves [112]. Moreover,
previous research provides evidence that people within countries with a higher GDP
are more likely to focus on the future as reflected in search behaviour [113]. In poli-
tics, "issue salience" refers to the importance of different political issues ranked by
voters. It has been found that search data might be able to measure issue salience
for some issues [114].
Nowcasting with Google search data
Having explained which information is available and accessible reflecting Google
search behaviour, Google has recently been used as an online data source in many
social science studies. This section will investigate previous studies that have used
Google as data source specifically for nowcasting. Nowcasting has been a focus of
several studies in areas as diverse as economics and health [4, 5, 13, 14, 16, 64].
Studies using Internet search data have investigated various aspects within
the area of health, such as disease detection and monitoring. In the case of flu
infections, traditional monitoring systems publish results with one or two weeks
delay. A collaboration between a team of Google researchers and the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention resulted in a tool called Google Flu Trends, which
monitors flu epidemics at different levels of geographical areas, specifically regional
and state-level, in the US [13]. Other findings in disease detection and monitoring
have underlined the importance of Internet search data [14, 115–121]. For instance,
a recent study reveals that combining traditional data such as a time series of flu
levels and online search data, can improve estimates of flu incidences [14]. In this
study, nowcasting models including both Google Flu Trends data and historic flu
levels are built to estimate current flu levels, which are only published with delay.
An in-sample test reveals that such a nowcasting model can reduce the mean absolute
error (MAE) by 14% in comparison with a baseline model that includes time series
data on flu levels only. Furthermore, depending on the training windows size, out-
of-sample nowcasting models can improve estimates by between 16% and 52%. In
another study, an elastic net was used to improve nowcast estimates of influenza-
like illness rates based on search query information from Google Flu Trends [122].
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By using an elastic net regularisation to select important search terms, it can help
reduce the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) from 20% to 12%. It is compared
with a nowcasting model including Google Flu Trends data only which aggregates
all search terms. Apart from influenza, search query data from Google Trends has
been discovered to be useful in monitoring dengue activity [123].
Numerous studies have recently investigated whether online search data can
provide quicker estimates of the number of suicide incidents [124–129]. A possible
link between the number of suicide occurrences and Internet search volume was
examined for the USA between 2004 and 2007, suggesting a negative relationship
[124]. Researchers found no evidence for a relationship between suicide-related search
terms and suicide rates in Australia between 2004 and 2011 [125]. Using the search
terms "suicide", "depression", and "suicide method" in Japanese, a previous study
found that "depression" results in a positive correlation with the number of suicide
incidents between 2004 to 2009 [126]. However, the number of suicides was found
to be decreasing three months after and before the increase in search activity for
"depression". In Taiwan, a study has shown that search volume of suicide-related
search terms between 2004 to 2009 could be linked to specific age groups [127].
Another study focusing on Japanese individuals aged between 20 and 40 has found
a positive relationship between online search activity and suicidal attempts between
2004 and 2010 [128]. A recent study estimated the number of suicide incidents using
monthly Google Trends data, specifically focusing on the term "depression" and
"suicide", restricted to England covering the period between 2004 and 2013 [129].
The authors found that incorporating Google search data and official data results in
better estimates compared to using official data only.
In order to make a decisions in an economic context, policymakers are inter-
ested in obtaining instant and accurate estimates of key statistics such as unemploy-
ment rates. With the immediate availability of search volume data, numerous studies
have investigated the use of Internet search volume data as economic indicators to
date.
The unemployment rate - one of many factors measuring the economic health
and a key indicator for the labour market - has been the focus of several studies in
a wide range of countries. Researchers suggested that search query data could help
estimate economic statistics, specifically the unemployment rate [130]. Moreover,
researchers have examined the initial claims for unemployment in the United States
[4, 131]. The study in 2009 by Choi and Varian reveals that the inclusion of search
volume data on the "Jobs" and "Welfare & Unemployment" categories in autoregres-
sive models can produce more accurate estimates of the initial claims than baseline
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models that exclude search data [131]. This study investigated initial claims and
Google Trends data between 2004 and 2009 and performed out-of-sample tests, in
which both long term and short term models with search data improved the MAE
by 15% and 13% respectively. A later study by Choi and Varian in 2012, however,
reveals that, through one-step-ahead out-of-sample forecasts, the baseline model fits
slightly better than the Google model between 2004 and 2011 [4]. Nevertheless, they
found that search query data in a short term model can reduce the MAE by 0.6% to
22%, when consider a turning point in the time series. Researchers have shown that
Google search data can be used to nowcast monthly unemployment rates in Germany
between 2004 and 2009 even under complex and rapid changing conditions by using
certain groups of search terms in German language relating to unemployment [15].
As the unemployment rate in Germany is computed based on the period between
the middle of the previous month and the middle of current month, the study also
suggests that Google search data from the previous month has a better estimation
performance for the current month than search data from the current month only.
These results have drawn the attention of government institutions and central banks
to the practical potential of using online search data for the estimation of various
economic statistics [5, 18]. In the United Kingdom, the Bank of England has high-
lighted the usefulness of search volume data in nowcasting unemployment rates in
the UK during 2004 and 2011 by choosing a keyword that is highly correlated with
the official data amongst a group of keywords that was handpicked and related to
unemployment. This study then compares its nowcasting performance with a base-
line model and other traditional approaches such as survey data [5]. The chosen
keyword "JSA" or Jobseeker’s Allowance, which is an unemployment benefit in the
UK, provides an improvement to the model fit based on in-sample goodness of fit
measures; Akaike information criterion (AIC) and adjusted R-squared. Addition-
ally, the one month ahead out-of-sample forecast reveals that the "JSA" model can
reduce the root mean squared error (RMSE) by 13% compared to a baseline model
with unemployment rates from official data only. Related findings reveal similar re-
sults for using Google search data for nowcasting unemployment rates in the United
States and Eastern European countries; Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland and Slo-
vakia [17, 132]. These studies underline the usefulness of search data. However,
the methods used to select the keyword differ as well as the time period considered.
Also, it remains unclear whether the inclusion of more relevant keywords can further
improve nowcasting estimates.
The crucial first step for investigating search volume data is term selection.
Numerous studies have used various approaches to select a keyword for their analyse.
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For changes in unemployment, researchers have suggested "unemployment", "jobs",
and "resume" as potential keywords when conducting initial surveys [4]. Other re-
searchers considered "jobs" as an indicator because it is the most popular amongst
job-related keywords [17]. Another study chose keywords based on the expected
behaviour of people before being unemployed ("unemployment office") and during
acquiring new jobs by searching for jobs via search engines [15]. The Bank of Eng-
land’s study employed a single term which is "JSA" (Job Seekers’ Allowance) [5].
JSA is for people who are unemployed and search for jobs in the UK, who will receive
monetary support. However, this is a specific keyword relating to the UK labour
market only and might be less useful in the future. A recent study has claimed that
"redundancy" is a more general term reflecting the flow into unemployment [6].
This section has summarised evidence that Google search data can be used
as a potential online data source for obtaining early measurements in economics,
disease detection and real-world events. However, the best method of choosing ap-
propriate keywords and including them to improve nowcasting performance remains
unclear. Although previous studies used a variety of search terms and approaches,
they report similar results. Online search data was able to improve the nowcast-
ing of unemployment rates by including search data into these models. However,
the methods used to assemble nowcasting models differ. It is also unclear whether
methods used in previous studies still hold at a later date, which then can rely on
more data. This presents, therefore, an opportunity to consider nowcasting with
longer time series and to include a combination of Google keywords, especially those
relevant to unemployment.
2.2 Wikipedia
Wikipedia is the most commonly used knowledge repository worldwide. With more
than 5 million English articles and approximately 40 million articles in other lan-
guages as of January 2019, Wikipedia is an active online community, in which the
content can be viewed and edited by volunteers [133]. Data on Wikipedia page views
and editing history is publicly available, allowing researchers to obtain data that
reflects people interests similar to search data. The difference is that Wikipedia is
limited to the pages that are available on the platform, whereas Google searches are
open to any query a user might have entered. Aggregated information about these
queries is then published via Google Trends.
Wikipedia is an online encyclopedia which offers definitions of various con-
cepts as defined by human users. By exploiting this vast source of textual informa-
tion written by humans, researchers have analysed the relatedness of words (e.g. how
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"cat" and "mouse" are related) [134, 135]. Wikipedia also allows users to insert links
to other articles to create a semantic knowledge base of the relationship between
concepts [136]. This, in turn, enables Wikipedia to enrich the articles with links that
provide further explanation based on a piece of text using machine learning clas-
sification techniques [137]. Topic detection, information retrieval, and identifying
related terms on Wikipedia are examples of major research areas [138–142]. For ex-
ample, how to differentiate words that have the same spelling but differ in meaning
such as the word "right"?. This area of research therefore aims to increase the accu-
racy for differentiating meanings. The history of editorial activity is also available
on Wikipedia. A previous study investigated activity patterns of Wikipedia editors
to estimate weekly activity patterns and the geographical distribution of editors’
location across the world. Certain articles might be influenced by biases specific
to a certain culture or society [143]. For instance, it has been found that English
Wikipedia pages are largely edited by editors from European countries. Due to the
open nature of Wikipedia articles, there are sometimes conflicts or disagreements
in opinions between groups of editors. Researchers have developed an automated
approach to detect such conflicts to study their social dynamical features. This
includes the length of the discussion page [144–148]. The results reveal that the
length of English discussion pages is correlated with the degree of controversiality.
Other language discussion page lengths are weaker correlated with levels of contro-
versiality [144]. This suggests that discussion pages can reflect editing conflicts when
considering cultural differences.
Nowcasting with Wikipedia data
Researchers have investigated whether Wikipedia page view data, which reflects in-
formation on what people are interested in, can offer insights into current and sub-
sequent collective human behaviour and decisions. A recent study has demonstrated
that the number of page views on financial topics on Wikipedia can signal direction
of stock market prices [149]. This implies that information on Wikipedia page views
might provide crucial information for financial investors before making a decision.
Similar to Google search query data, information on page views and editor
activities can be used to monitor events in the real world. For instance, researchers
have used Wikipedia data to provide estimates of a movie’s popularity before the
movie is released [150]. When using Twitter data for event detection, a number of
events might be identified inaccurately. Wikipedia page view data can therefore be
used in a complementing way, filtering false events that were earlier detected using
Twitter data [151]. Researchers have examined article updates (i.e. the number of
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edits and their timestamps) on Wikipedia and found a correlation with real-world
events and in particular political events and natural disasters [152]. This suggests
that real-world events could be automatically tracked and monitored through content
extraction and aggregation from article updates on Wikipedia.
Previous research on Wikipedia has extensively demonstrated the usefulness
of online data in studying social dynamics, conflict, topic detection and natural lan-
guage processing. However, studies on Wikipedia usage and its potential in nowcast-
ing real world events are limited, which presents an opportunity for social scientists.
2.3 Summary
We have presented previous research using online information gathering data.They
provide evidence that underlines the opportunity of using online search data to now-
cast various collective human behaviour patterns. Google search data, in particular,
has been a focus for nowcasting economic figures. However, it is unclear whether in-
cluding more relevant keywords can improve the nowcasting performance. Therefore,
there is an opportunity to investigate online search data and nowcasting performance
by including more keywords.
3 Limitations of online data
Even though online data provides large scale information of human behaviour, the
biased nature of online data makes it difficult to replace traditional sources of data,
such as surveys. Online data is therefore rather complementary and not a substitute.
Generally, sampling can produce selection biases in which the selected sample does
not represent the entire population equally. Although a large volume of data provides
a number of advantages, it can produce less accurate results as the size can increase
the errors caused by the sampling bias [153]. Internet users may not represent a
whole population as age can be considered as a factor as younger people might be
overrepresented.
Another concern when using online data sources is how data is being gen-
erated by online users. Most online data sources do not provide a transparent or
detailed explanation of algorithms or mechanisms behind the data collection process.
These can also be changed or updated without notice. Data availability is uncertain
too. For instance, Google Correlate [154], a website that allows users to enter real-
world data and find search volume that is closely correlated, is no longer updated as
of 2018. An alternative approach for gathering data from the Internet that we have
not examined in detail here and that can help address such transparency problems
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is crowdsourcing. Crowdsourcing approaches engage users directly in tasks actively
rather than analysing data generated through the use of other services passively.
For example, crowdsourcing approaches have made it possible to gather data on how
beautiful Internet users consider different locations to be by asking them to rate pho-
tographs, opening up a stream of research assessing the visual beauty of our natural
and built environment and how this beauty relates to our health and how happy we
feel [155–158]. Crowdsourcing approaches are however also vulnerable to problems
relating to the demographics of Internet users as described above.
4 Conclusion
This chapter has showcased how online data has helped in providing quicker esti-
mates for the current state of society in various areas. It also has examined how
social media data (e.g. Instagram, Twitter, Facebook and Flickr) and data from
online information gathering platforms (e.g. Google and Wikipedia) can be used
to investigate human activity patterns. Crucially, we highlighted the usefulness of
online data in obtaining accurate and timely estimates of human activity patterns
and real-world events before official figures are published.
Building on the literature review in this chapter, social media data can be used
to provide early estimates and detect real-world events. Although much of the studies
have focused on text-based social media sites (e.g. Twitter) and social networks
(e.g. Facebook), other types of social media data sources, especially photo sharing
platforms, e.g. Instagram, have only been used on a number of occasions. Moreover,
there is a lack of detailed studies on language statistics across space. Although there
is a growing number of studies on language distributions across areas using spatial
data from other online media platforms, the question whether the spatial patterns
of language usage can be estimated with data from a photo sharing website remains
unanswered. It is also unclear whether the language usage on social media could
be used to improve estimates of official language data. This opens an opportunity
to investigate the usefulness of photo sharing data since Instagram provides spatial
information. It provides a huge amount of geotagged photos which contain texts and
captions that can be used for spatial analysis. Another opportunity is investigating
tweets as Twitter also provides a large amount of geotagged information, which
can complement the spatial analysis. Tackling these challenges could add further
evidence for the usefulness of online data in estimating official statistics.
Furthermore, it was demonstrated that Google search data has been widely
used to obtain quicker measurements of economic figures such as unemployment
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rates. However, the methods used to produce nowcasting models in each paper are
different, as is the period of data considered. It is also unclear whether methods used
in previous papers are still valid with later data. The question whether including
more relevant keywords can improve nowcasting accuracy remains unclear too. This
therefore presents an opportunity to focus on nowcasting with more recent search
data and investigate the performance the corresponding models which include more
keywords.
To summarise, this chapter has highlighted the potential of using online data
Building on the opportunities mentioned above, this thesis will explore whether the
distribution of language usage on Instagram and Twitter can help estimate language
usage statistics. Lastly, this thesis will investigate whether recent online search data
can be used to nowcast economic statistics, specifically unemployment rates, and
whether including more relevant keywords can improve such estimates.
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Chapter 3
Methodology
This chapter will outline the official statistics datasets that will be used in the fol-
lowing chapters. It will also describe the concepts and methods that will be applied
for investigating the relationship between official statistics and online data in the
following chapters.
To understand the concept of variable selection techniques, it will introduce
a linear regression model as a background concept. The linear regression funda-
mentally model relationships between variables, estimating the coefficients to find a
linear function that fits the observed data. The next section will explain the methods
that will be used to quantify the relationship and to assess the accuracy of the fitted
model. Specifically, R-Squared and various error metrics such as MAE and RMSE
will be discussed. Afterwards, ridge, LASSO and elastic net, which are extensions
of linear regression, will be introduced for variable selection. These techniques will
be used to estimate the unemployment rates in Chapter 6.
Next, another type of regression – a logistic regression – that is designed
for categorical dependent variables will be described. This method will be used to
estimate how many people speak a given language, such as French, in different areas
of British cities in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. In addition, different error metrics
specific to logistic regression models will be introduced.
The last section will discuss approaches to model selection and resampling
techniques used for investigating model performance. A well-known technique is
cross-validation, which will be used here for both analysis of statistics across space
and statistics across time.
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1 ONS datasets
In this thesis, we will investigate two different datasets obtained from the Office for
National Statistics (ONS) in the UK: language usage and unemployment.
1.1 Language statistics data
In England and Wales, the ONS carries out a Census every ten years to collect valu-
able measurements of society. The information gathered via the Census is mainly
used by public sectors and businesses. The public sector uses the information specifi-
cally for policy planning and resource allocation, while business uses the information
to understand behaviour of their customer as well as identify new customers [159].
One of the measurements collected in the Census is the main language the respon-
dent speaks. In the 2011 Census, people who were living in England and Wales were
asked "What is your main language?". The statistics reveal that over 100 languages
are spoken in England and Wales. Furthermore, over 7% of the population reported
that their main language is not English [160]. Due to increasing concerns about the
cost of the Census [2, 3], the ONS started to evaluate new possibilities to collect
population statistics [7]. It has been suggested that the next Census in 2021 could
be mainly conducted online [8].
1.2 Unemployment data
In the United Kingdom, employment, unemployment, and economic inactivity rates
are calculated using a household survey called the Labour Force Survey (LFS), which
is conducted and reported by the ONS. The survey interviews 90,000 randomly
selected people face-to-face or via a phone interview every three months [161]. The
ONS calculates unemployment figures for people who are 16 to 64 years old. The
survey asks respondents whether they are either employed (starting from one hour
a week), or unemployed and looking for a job, or economically inactive (unemployed
and have no interest in employment) [162]. Specifically in the UK, people are counted
as unemployed when they are not working, are available for work and have either
looked for a job within the last four weeks or are waiting to start a new job. This is
in line with the guidelines provided by the International Labour Organisation and
the figures are therefore comparable with other countries [163]. The unemployment
figures are published each month with one and a half months delay. For example,
the April 2018 release reports the unemployment figure for February 2018, leaving a
gap from March to April. For each month, the figures released reflect estimates for
the UK population over a three-month period.
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In the UK, the other key measure of unemployment is the unemployment
benefits claimant count which is published monthly. This is derived from the number
of Jobseeker’s Allowance (JSA) claimants recorded by Jobcentre Plus. However, not
every person who is unemployed is eligible for JSA. It is also not comparable with
other countries’ data, as not every country has a programme similar to JSA.
2 Linear regression
Linear regression is an approach for modelling the relationship between two quanti-
tative variables. The output variable (Y ) is also known as the dependent, response
or outcome variable. The input variable (X) is also known as the independent,
predictor, feature, or explanatory variable. Linear regression allows for important
questions to be asked and resolved, for example, is there a relationship between x
and y? (e.g. is there a relationship between the number of unemployment figures
and the number of search queries for "jobs" in each city or country?). Linear regres-
sion can be used to study both single and multiple input variables. For p different
variables, the input vector can be expressed as
X =

X1
X2
...
Xp
 . (3.1)
The standard or simple linear model for the relationship between output
variable Y and input variable X can be written as
Y = β0 + β1X + , (3.2)
where  ∼ N(0, σ2). The parameter or coefficient β0 is an unknown constant
that represents the intercept, and the slope is represented by β1, while  is a normally
distributed error term with a mean of zero. The intercept is the expected value of
Y when X = 0 and the slope is the average change in Y when X is changed by
one unit. β0 + β1X forms the structural component and the error term  is the
random component. Since the structural or systematic component is unable to model
the relationship perfectly, the error variable captures measurement errors and other
discrepancies from the function [164].
Using training data to produce estimated coefficients βˆ0 and βˆ1, the model
can estimate the value of the response yˆ based on a predictor variable x. This is
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formulated in Eq. 3.3. The hat symbol indicates an estimated value from the data.
yˆ = βˆ0 + βˆ1x (3.3)
2.1 Estimating the coefficients
Since β0 and β1 are unknown coefficients, training data is used to estimate the
parameters. The goal is to find a line, represented by an intercept β0 and a slope
β1, that is as close as possible to all training data points. One of the well-known
methods to measure closeness is least squares, which chooses the intercept and slope
to minimise the residual sum of squares (RSS) [165]. These coefficients become least
square estimates.
Let yˆi = βˆ0 + βˆ1xi be the estimate for yi based on the ith value of X [165].
The ith residual is calculated from
ei = yi − yˆi. (3.4)
The residual is the difference between the actual outcome and the predicted
outcome. Alternatively, the residuals are the distance of each point from the line.
Therefore, the residual sum of squares (RSS) are given by [165]
RSS = e21 + e
2
2 + · · ·+ e2n. (3.5)
2.2 Linear mixed effects model
The linear mixed effects model is an another type of linear regression model which
considers both fixed effects and random effects. In Eq.3.2, linear regression accounts
for one or more fixed effects only. Linear model contains variation that is explained
by the explanatory variables. The model also includes a random component which is
the broad error term . Adding random effects provides structure to the error term
to take into account variation that is not explained by the independent variables
[166].
In repeated measures data, observations are not considered to be indepen-
dently drawn from the population. Repeated observations are taken from the same
unit of analysis (e.g. the same person or subject, or the same language). For ex-
ample, a subject is asked to provide well being ratings every week. It is possible
that some subjects tend to rate well being as high on average since they might be a
happy person. This condition would violate the independence assumption in a lin-
ear model, which states that is each observation is independent. For this situation,
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adding random effects would resolve the non-independence by assuming a different
random intercept value for each unit of analysis such as the subject.
Random effects are fundamentally consist of random intercepts and random
slopes. Models that contain random intercepts assume different intercept for each
level of the random-effect variable. For example, different subjects may have different
means on well-being rating. On the other hand, random slopes in the model account
for variation in the effect for each level of the random-effect variable. For instance,
the rate of change in well-being score would be different for each subject. A simplified
notation for linear mixed models is as follow [166]:
yi = αi + βis, (3.6)
where y is a dependent variable, α is an intercept, β is a slope, and s is a fixed effect
variable. The index i represents the level of the random-effect variable. From our
example of subjects, i = 1 would mean the first subject. This indicates that the
intercept and slope will differ between each subject.
3 Assessing the accuracy of the model
After having investigated whether there exists a relationship between the dependent
and independent variables, the next step is to quantify the relationship to determine
how well the model fits the data. Generally, R-squared and various error metrics,
such as mean absolute error (MAE) or root mean squared error (RMSE), are used
to assess the accuracy of the model.
3.1 Correlation and R-squared
The Pearson correlation r provides the information about association between X
and Y . The correlation is defined as
r = Cor(X,Y ) =
∑n
i=1(xi − x¯)(yi − y¯)√∑n
i=1(xi − x¯)2
√∑n
i=1(yi − y¯)2
, (3.7)
where y¯ =
∑n
i=1 yi
n and x¯ =
∑n
i=1 xi
n .
• r = 1 reflects a perfect positive correlation between X and Y .
• r = 0 reflect no correlation between X and Y .
• r = -1 reflects a perfect negative correlation between X and Y .
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Since various error metrics (e.g. MAE and RMSE) provide an error measure
in the units of the response variable (i.e. Y ), it is unclear how to measure what
number means a good model fit. Alternatively, R-squared is a goodness-of-fit mea-
sure in a form of a proportion. R-squared is the proportion of variance in Y that is
explained by X. The formula of R-squared is
R2 =
TSS −RSS
TSS
= 1− RSS
TSS
, (3.8)
where residual sum of squares (RSS) is described in Eq.3.5, and TSS is the
total sum of squares or Σ(yi−y¯)2. RSS computes the amount of unexplained variance
from the regression model, while TSS calculates the total variance in the response
variable (Y ). Therefore, TSS - RSS can be interpreted as the amount of variance
that is explained by the model. The value of the R-squared range is between 0
and 1. R-squared close to 1 implies a model with a better fit which explains a
large proportion of the variability in Y . Conversely, a value of R-squared near
0 indicates the variability in Y is not explained much by the model. R-squared
measures how closely the two variables are associated while p-value and t-statistic
measure how strong the evidence is that there is a non-zero association. For simple
linear regression, r2 and R-squared are identical. In contrast, for a linear regression
model with multiple variables, the alternative approach to calculate R-squared is
Adjusted R-squared, which will be discussed in Section 6.
3.2 Error metrics
In order to evaluate model accuracy or compare prediction performance between
different models, various error metrics are proposed in the literature [167–177].
Scale-dependent errors Scale-dependent errors simply measure the goodness of
fit between the actual data and the prediction model. The forecast error or residual
is given by
ei = yi − fi, (3.9)
where yi is the actual value of ith observation and fi is the forecast of yi. The error
metrics that are based on ei, such as mean absolute error (MAE) and root mean
squared error (RMSE), are scale-dependent [167]. This means they are on the same
scale as the data. The MAE and RMSE are defined by the following formulas:
MAE = mean(|ei|), (3.10)
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RMSE =
√
mean(|e2i |). (3.11)
For a fitted regression line, the average or the sum of the forecast errors ei is
equal to zero because the overestimates of some data points and the underestimates
of other data points cancel each other out. Therefore, it is common to square or take
the absolute difference of the residuals to indicate the magnitude of the errors.
It is suggested that MAE has the simplest interpretation as the absolute
difference assigns equal weight to the spread of data [167]. This makes the MAE
less sensitive or more robust to outliers. On the other hand, the RMSE is strongly
affected by extreme outliers while minor differences are less significant [174]. In other
words, in proportion to the total square error, the square of small errors is smaller
whereas the square of large errors is bigger, such that they therefore have greater
influence or weight. Calculating the square root of the MSE returns the error metrics
to the original units of the data being measured.
There is no general consensus on whether the MAE or RMSE is more suitable
to measure model accuracy [172, 173, 176, 177]. The limitation of scale-dependent
errors is they are unsuitable for data sets that have different scales [167]. Further-
more, they disregard the direction of underestimate or overestimate in the model
evaluation as it is removed by squaring or taking the absolute difference [177].
Percentage errors Mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) is a scale-independent
measure of model performance. Unlike scale-dependent metrics, this metric is not
expressed in the same units as the data [167]. MAPE is formulated as
MAPE = mean(|pi|), (3.12)
where pi is the percentage error computed by pi = 100 × eiyi . Although MAPE
has the advantage of being scale-independent, it has four main disadvantages [167].
First, the percentage error could be infinite or undefined if yi equals zero for any
observation, known as the problem of division by zero. Second, if yi is close to zero
in conjunction with there being no upper bound and only a lower bound of zero
for the absolute percentage error (APE), the MAPE could take on extremely high
values, making the MAPE distribution positively skewed [170]. Thus, outliers can
easily affect the MAPE [169]. Third, MAPE has an underlying assumption that in
the data being modelled, zero is a meaningful value. However, this is problematic for
some scales that have no meaningful zero, such as measuring temperature accuracy
in Celsius [167, 168]. Fourth, MAPE penalises negative errors, or overestimates are
more penalised than positive errors or underestimates although magnitude of the
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error is identical [169, 171, 175]. Negative errors are produced by forecasts that
exceed the actual value, and positive errors are produced by forecasts which are
lower than the actual value. For instance, let yi = 200 and fi = 100 — a positive
error. The absolute percentage error is |100 × 200−100200 | = 50. In contrast, if yi
= 100 and fi = 200 — a negative error — then the absolute percentage error is
|100 × 100−200100 | = 100. In this way, while the absolute error for both forecasts is
equal, the MAPE for the negative error is much higher. The MAPE is therefore
systematically biased towards underestimates, making it asymmetric.
4 Ridge, LASSO, elastic net
To decide which input variable is important to include in the multiple linear re-
gression model, there are several approaches for variable selection. By selecting or
shrinking coefficients, the linear model can become more interpretable and provide
more accurate estimates. To achieve this, there are 3 main types of variable selection
techniques [178]:
• Subset selection computes the least squares fit for all possible subsets of
the variables and then chooses the model based on the criterion that balances
training error with the model size. However, this is computationally expensive
when there are a large number of independent variables. For example, 20
variables will produce 220 = 1, 048, 576 models. Example techniques are best
subset selection, and backward and forward stepwise selection.
• Shrinkage or regularisation select variables by introducing a penalty to pe-
nalise the model relative to least square estimates. This helps reduce variance
and allows variable selection. Such techniques are ridge, LASSO, and elastic
net.
• Dimension reduction finds combinations of variables, extracts important
combination of variables and then uses them to fit a linear regression model.
Principal Component Regression (PCR) and partial least squares are examples
employing this technique.
In this thesis, we focus on shrinkage methods. Shrinkage methods generally
fit a model with all available independent variables and constrain or regularise the
coefficient estimates. In other words, they shrink the coefficient estimates towards
zero. This helps determine which input variables are important in explaining output
variables, and which are irrelevant. Ridge and LASSO are well-known techniques
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for shrinking the coefficient estimates. These methods control variability when there
is a large number of variables by significantly reducing the variance of coefficient
estimates, but they can introduce more bias afterwards. Bias is the difference be-
tween the model’s average prediction and the actual value that the model is trying
to predict. High bias generally can cause underfitting in which the model is over-
simplified and produces inaccurate predictions on average. In other words, models
with underfitting are unable to capture the pattern of the training data.
4.1 Ridge
In a least squares regression, the goal is to obtain coefficient estimates that minimise
the residual sum of squares (RSS) as given by Eq.3.5. To penalise the coefficients in
ridge regression that are considered insignificant, a shrinkage penalty term is added
to the RSS. Specifically, the ridge regression [179] aims to minimise
n∑
i=1
(yi − yˆi)2 + λ
p∑
j=1
β2j = RSS + λ
p∑
j=1
β2j , (3.13)
where λ is a tuning parameter and the
∑p
j=1 β
2
j after the λ is named L2 nor-
malisation. The shrinkage penalty causes coefficient estimates to be shrunk towards
zero. The tuning parameter λ controls the amount of shrinkage. Increasing λ would
reduce the coefficients’ magnitudes. For instance, with large λ, ridge regression will
reduce the size of coefficient estimates towards zero. However, if λ is zero, the result
will be the same as least squares regression. Fundamentally, each λ will generate
a different set of coefficient estimates. A search for an optimal λ parameter that
minimises RSS on the testing data set can be conducted through cross-validation,
which will be discussed in Section 6.1.
In ridge regression, adding a L2 penalty term introduces bias into the model
since all β coefficients are treated differently. On the other hand, it reduces the
variance by shrinking coefficient estimates towards zero and RSS reduction on the
testing data set.
4.2 LASSO
The disadvantage of ridge regression is it uses all predictors in the final model since
it only shrinks the coefficients towards zero, but not exactly to zero. To tackle this
problem, LASSO [180] was introduced as an alternative to ridge regression. The
distinct feature is that the LASSO penalty is used instead, by using the absolute
value (|βj |) instead of the squared value on coefficients (β2j ). The goal of LASSO is
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to minimise
n∑
i=1
(yi − yˆi)2 + λ
p∑
j=1
|βj | = RSS + λ
p∑
j=1
|βj |. (3.14)
Instead of the L2 penalty term (
∑p
j=1 β
2
j ) used in ridge regression, the LASSO
uses an L1 penalty (
∑p
j=1 |βj |). Similar to ridge regression, the LASSO has the effect
of reducing the magnitudes of the coefficient towards zero. The difference is that
LASSO selects variables to be included in the final model. Specifically, when λ is
adequately large, the tuning parameter λ can set the coefficient estimates to be zero
such that the variable will be excluded in the final model. Therefore, the L1 penalty
performs a sparse selection amongst the coefficients, resulting in sparse models which
include relevant variables. This also allows the fitted model to be more interpretable
and less complex. One limitation of the LASSO is that when the number of variables
is greater than the number of observations, it can only select a number of variables
less than or equal to the number of observations. Similar to ridge regression, the
LASSO reduces variance at the cost of increase in bias. The bias-variance tradeoff
is the balance between the two sources of errors: bias and variance. Less complex
models often have low variance and high bias due to the simple structure of the
model, whereas more complex models often have high variance and low bias since
they have flexible structure. A model cannot be both less complex and more complex
at the same time, therefore, a good balance between bias and variance is preferred for
building an optimal model in which both errors are at the minimum level. Selecting
an optimal λ can also be determined by cross-validation as described in Section 6.1.
For a multiple regression model, a predictor can be highly correlated with
other independent variables. In other words, when Xj changes, other independent
variables also change due to their correlations. However, correlation does not imply
causation. It is difficult to isolate the effect separately from these correlated variables.
This occurrence is known as multicollinearity. In the presence of multicollinearity or
highly-correlated independent variables, ridge regression shrinks the correlated coef-
ficients to a similar value. In contrast, the LASSO chooses the correlated coefficient
that has a larger value [181].
It has been demonstrated that neither of these two shrinkage methods perform
better than each other in general [178, 180, 182]. In theory, ridge regression would
perform well when most of the variables are important with almost the same size of
coefficients. When the number of observations is more than the number of variables
and the predictors are correlated, ridge regression tends to provide better prediction
performance than LASSO. In contrast, LASSO tends to perform well when there is
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a small quantity of important coefficients whereas the other predictors are close to
zero. However, the true number of important predictors is not a known quantity
when building the model. Cross-validation is therefore used to find the best fitted
model, depending on the data set.
4.3 Elastic net
The elastic net is an alternative variable selection method introduced as a compro-
mise between ridge regression and LASSO [181]. The elastic net includes both L1
and L2 penalties to achieve both shrinkage and automatic variable selection. Elastic
net is defined to minimise
n∑
i=1
(yi − yˆi)2 + αλ2
p∑
j=1
β2j + (1− α)λ1
p∑
j=1
|βj | =
RSS + αλ2
p∑
j=1
β2j + (1− α)λ1
p∑
j=1
|βj |.
(3.15)
α, ranging from zero to one, is the elastic net penalty determining how the
ridge and LASSO penalties are combined. There are two special cases of the elastic
net: When α=1, the elastic net is essentially a ridge regression model, while α=0
allows the elastic net to become a LASSO model. This method is flexible as it
adapts the approach to the characteristics of the data by tuning the α parameter.
Optimising the elastic net model can be performed by tuning an alpha value between
0 and 1 which will select some variables and shrink some coefficients.
5 Logistic regression
The linear regression model assumes that the output variable Y is quantitative.
However, qualitative or categorical variables such as yes/no answers require logistic
regression to estimate probabilities that are between 0 and 1. Using the linear
equation in Eq.3.2 for a response variable that is not normally distributed, such as
a binary variable that has a binomial distribution, might not be suitable, as linear
regression can produce probabilities less than 0 or larger than 1. To address this
issue, the generalised linear model (GLM) introduces logit and probit models which
are appropriate for binary and categorical variables. Since the response variable
is non-normal, the link function specifies the link between random and structural
components. Logit and probit are example of link functions. The logit link for a
binary response with the binomial distribution maps the structural component onto
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the interval between 0 and 1. Therefore, logistic regression is a binomial regression
with the logistic link function:
p(X) =
eβ0+β1X
1 + eβ0+β1X
, (3.16)
where exp e 2.71828 is Euler’s number and it is the base of the natural logarithm.
The equation 3.16 can be rearranged into the log odds or logit transformation
of p(X).
logit(p(X)) = log
(
p(X)
1− p(X)
)
= β0 + β1X. (3.17)
The term p(x)1−p(X) is called the odds which can take values between 0 and infinity.
As the odds are close to 0, the indicated probabilities are very low. Odds near
infinity implies higher probabilities. In contrast to the linear regression model which
provides the average change in Y when X is changed by one unit, the effect of
one unit increase in X changes the log odds by β1 in a logistic regression model.
Regardless of X’s value, if β1 is positive then increasing X will increase probabilities
of X, while β1 is negative then increasing X will decrease p(X).
5.1 Estimating the coefficients
Although it is possible to use least squares from linear regression to fit the logistic
regression model, the maximum likelihood method is preferred. Maximum likelihood
tries to estimates β0 and β1 that results in a probability close to one for all observa-
tions that are success (or 1 in a binary variable) and a number close to zero for all
observations that are opposite to success (or 0 in a binary variable). Mathematically,
the likelihood function is formulated:
L(β0, β1) =
n∏
i=1
pxi(1− p)1−xi . (3.18)
The maximum likelihood chooses the β0 and β1 that maximise the likelihood func-
tion. The mathematical details of the fitting mechanism for this likelihood function
are beyond the scope of this thesis. However, fitting logistic a regression model by
maximum likelihood can be simply achieved via statistical software packages such
as R.
5.2 Nagelkerke R-squared
When analysing data with a logistic regression, R-squared as defined for linear re-
gression is not an appropriate measure of model fit. The model estimates from a
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logistic regression are maximum likelihood estimates. To evaluate the goodness-of-
fit of logistic models, several pseudo R-squareds have been developed based on the
concept of likelihood. Two methods that are widely used traditionally are McFadden
(1974) and Cox and Snell (1989).
• Cox and Snell is based on the likelihood for the model compared to the log
likelihood for a baseline model. However, with categorical outcomes, a well-
known problem is it has a theoretical maximum value that is less than 1.
• Nagelkerke (1991) is a corrected version of the Cox and Snell R-squared that
adjusts the scale to cover the full range from 0 to 1.
• McFadden is based on the log likelihood for the null (intercept-only) model
and the fitted model.
The "pseudo" R-squared is similar to R-squared in linear regression. The
difference is that R-squared in linear regression ranges from 0 to 1 while some pseudo
R-squareds cannot reach 0 or 1. Moreover, pseudo R-squared values are not directly
comparable to the R-squared for least squares models.
6 Model selection and cross-validations
In order to determine which model has the highest accuracy, R-squared and various
error metrics (introduced in Section 3) are generally considered. When estimating
the same set of observations that were used during training, the training error can be
calculated. In contrast, a model that estimates values on a new set of observations
that was not used during training, the test error can be calculated.
However, the regression model that contains all predictors available is highly
likely to have the smallest RSS and the largest R-squared, because these measure-
ments are related to the training error. When adding variable into the linear model,
RSS will decrease, resulting in increase in the R-squared. In practice, the model
with the lowest test error is preferred, as the trained model estimates test data that
has not been seen. Thus, comparing R-squareds between linear models with multiple
independent variables are not suitable for selecting the best fitted model. To address
this issue, one approach is to adjust the training error to account for the bias result
from model overfitting. Measures of model fit that look to make such an adjustment
include AIC, BIC, and adjusted R-squared.
• Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) estimates the model fit relative to
other models by maximum likelihood. AIC can also be used for different model
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types such as logistic regression. A smaller AIC value implies a better fit. The
general AIC form is
AIC = −2 log L+ 2 d, (3.19)
where L is the maximised value of the likelihood function for the fitted model,
d is the total number of parameters.
• Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) introduces a heavy penalty on
models with a large number of variables. As a result, smaller models are
preferred.
BIC =
1
n
(RSS + log(n)dσ2), (3.20)
where σ2 is the estimate of the variance of the error  in a linear model, and n
is the number of data points.
• Adjusted R-squared is an alternative approach based on R-squared to mea-
sure the goodness-of-fit of a model that contains multiple variables. In the
normal R-squared as defined in Eq.3.8, the residual sum of squares (RSS)
usually decreases when the model has more variables, subsequently increasing
the R-squared. Adjusted R-squared places a penalty on models with many
variables so that models with different numbers of predictor variables are com-
parable. The value range of adjusted R-squared is between 0 and 1, where a
higher number indicates a model that fits the data well. It is calculated as
Adjusted R-squared = 1− RSS/(n− d− 1)
TSS/(n− 1) , (3.21)
where RSS is the residual sum of squares, TSS is the total sum of squares
as defined in Eq 3.8, n is the number of observations and d is the number of
predictors.
The advantage of adjusted R-squared over AIC and BIC is interpretability.
However, adjusted R-squared can not be generalised to other types of model such
as logistic regression. Alternatively, the test error can be directly estimated using a
cross-validation approach.
6.1 Cross-validation
Usually, the goal of modelling is to obtain estimates that are accurate. To estimate
the accuracy performance, a model is given a training data to test against a testing
data. However, one round of testing would provides a bias result. Resampling
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methods are used by drawing different samples from the entire dataset to refit a
model and then averaging the results to provide the overall estimation performance.
One well-known method in resampling for model assessment and model selection is
cross-validation. Two well-known types of cross-validation are leave-one-out cross-
validation (LOOCV) and k-fold cross-validation.
Leave-one-out cross-validation Fundamentally, LOOCV repeatedly splits a set
of observations into a training set and a validation set. For each procedure, it uses
one observation as the validation set, while the remaining data are used as the
training set, to fit a model to estimate the excluded observation. The test error can
be calculated by averaging error metrics such as MAE or RMSE.
K-fold cross-validation K-fold cross-validation is one of the most widely used
approaches for evaluating model performance. K-fold divides training data into k
subsets or folds in which each fold has almost equal size. One of the folds will be left
out as the testing set to determine how well the model performs, while the remaining
subsets, as the training set, are used for fitting a model to estimate the excluded
fold. For each fold, the test error can be calculated by averaging the error metrics
such as MAE or RMSE. This process is performed repeatedly k times and, for each
time, an another fold is selected as a validation set.
Time series cross-validation K-fold cross-validation seeks to randomly partition
the data into several smaller data sets regardless of time sequence. However, for
sequential data like time series, models should not be trained with data that would
have not been known or available to avoid look-ahead bias. For instance, to predict
the current value, a model should only train with past values and have no information
about future values. Another problem is that K-fold cross-validation assumes there is
no relationship between the observations, that is they are independent and identically
distributed. However, time series data often possess autocorrelation or temporal
components, that is the current value often derives or depends on the past values,
and cross-validation does not take this issue into account [183].
To address these problems for cross-validation with time series data, two
main techniques have been suggested. First, cross-validation with expanding training
window [168]. Using this approach, the training set contains only values that occur
prior to the test set data. For each step, the point at which the forecast is made
rolls forward. The training window also includes more data as time moves forward
resulting in expanding window.
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Another technique is the sliding window approach, which is a variation of the
first technique [184]. Instead of expanding the training window, keeping the training
window at a fixed length to consider only recent data might offer different results.
For example, a fixed training window of 10 years of yearly data between 2005 and
2015 is used to train the model. After a forecast is made, the next iteration of model
training moves the training window forward in time to include more recent data and
remove the oldest data in order to keep the training window at fixed length. Using
the same example, after a prediction for year 2016 is made, the training window will
slide to 2006 and 2016 to estimate the value of year 2017. These two techniques
enable model to predict current or future values without having known future values
in the training model.
7 Conclusion
This chapter has introduced the official statistics datasets on language usage and
unemployment rate that will be used for investigations of the relationship between
official statistics and online data.
This thesis will use the underlying concepts described in this chapter to in-
vestigate statistics across space and statistics across time. It will explore messages
exchanged on the photo sharing site Instagram in Chapter 4, and text-based short
messages on Twitter in Chapter 5. Both chapters will use logistic linear regression
to investigate the relationship between online data and data from the ONS. It will
use Nagelkerke’s R-squared and the mean absolute error (MAE) to quantify the use-
fulness of online data. The cross-validation technique will be used to investigate the
potential of using online data to improve estimates of number of speakers of each
language across different urban areas.
In Chapter 6, linear regression will be used to analyse the relationship be-
tween search volume data and unemployment rates published by the ONS. Error
metrics such as adjusted R-squared, MAE and RMSE will be used to compare the
performance between nowcasting models with online data and models using official
data alone. Next, ridge, LASSO and elastic net – techniques for variable selection
– will be applied to select relevant variables from the search volume data. Time se-
ries cross-validation techniques will be used to investigate the performance of these
nowcasting models.
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Chapter 4
Estimating language statistics
using Instagram photos
1 Introduction
There are currently more than one thousand spoken languages across the globe.
Measuring spoken language statistics across regions helps policymakers in planning
local public services such as identifying ethnic groups to develop equal opportunities,
including jobs and training policies [1]. Numerous approaches have been employed
to collect the measurements of the society in order to gain a detailed snapshot of
the population. However, they require a vast amount of time and cost to record
the relevant measurements. For instance, the Office for National Statistics (ONS)
carries out a Census every ten years to collect valuable measurements of the status
of the society in England and Wales. One of the key measurements collected in
the Census is languages spoken in England and Wales. In the 2011 Census, people
who were living in England and Wales were asked "What is your main language?".
The statistics reveal that over 100 languages are spoken in England and Wales.
Furthermore, over 7% of the population reported that their main language is not
English [160].
People now communicate online and use online social networking websites to
share their stories in forms of text, photo, or video in any language. Through these
online activities, people are generating data which are collected by the online social
networking service providers. Evidence from various studies has demonstrated that
large-scale online data from online service providers such as Google, Yahoo, Flickr,
Wikipedia, and Twitter can provide new insights of collective human behaviour [4,
5, 13, 15, 17, 19, 20, 45, 56, 57, 96, 97, 111–113, 130, 144, 149, 185–194]. A growing
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number of studies in recent years have studied language statistics across space using
data from online platforms [33, 50–53]. Using Twitter data, previous work in this
field has focused on determining the language and geographic location of tweets
[33], mapping languages across different geographic scales ranging from country to
city level [50], discovering the most commonly used languages within the top ten
countries that actively tweet the most in a particular year [51], investigating different
communication patterns across eight popular Twitter languages [52], and studying
the effect of language on online social ties [53]. These studies suggest that spatial
online data, especially from Twitter which has been popular amongst scholars, has
the potential to estimate language statistics.
However, there is another large social media platform, Instagram, with more
than one billion users around the world as of June 2018 [195]. Instagram was founded
in 2010 as an online platform which allows users to upload photos and videos with
the option to include geographic location. Previous work on data from Instagram
has investigated mobility patterns [23] and socio-cultural characteristics [25, 26] but
the study of the distribution of languages across areas using spatial data is lacking.
To study language distribution across different areas, we first consider a large
and diverse city where different ethnicities and cultures are integrated in one society.
New York, Sydney, and London are good examples of cities that have a large number
of languages spoken. At the time of conducting this research, the most recent Census
data from the USA, Australia, and the UK was from 2011. However, the USA
uses a different survey, the American Community Survey (ACS), to obtain language
statistics. While the latest version of these statistics were released in 2015 [196].
the ACS data for language statistics reports statistical areas in which each area has
more than 100,000 people [196]. In contrast, the unit of analysis in the UK Census
data includes areas with around 300 people, and others with between 5 000 to 15 000
people [197, 198], hence facilitating the study of this relationship at much higher
granularity. London is also a much larger city than Sydney, with a population of
nearly twice the size, potentially offering more data for study in both the Census and
the online data streams. For comparison, there were about 4.8 million people living
in Sydney in 2016 [199] while almost 8.2 million people lived in Greater London in
2011 [200]. For these reasons, this research will focus on UK Census data to analyse
language usage statistics.
This chapter will investigate whether language data on messages exchanged
online on Instagram can inform estimates of the language usage statistics in different
regions in the UK by focusing on London and Manchester as case studies. Here, we
retrieve comments, when and where the photos were taken, specific to the geographic
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area of Greater London and Greater Manchester from Instagram. For each language,
we then compare the correspondence between language usage in Instagram photos
and the number of people who responded their main language to ONS Census. Lastly,
we build an estimating model for each language using Instagram data and compare
its prediction performance with the baseline model to determine whether models
with Instagram data can provide improvement in estimates.
2 Data and methodology
2.1 Instagram data
We sample about 7.3 million (7,301,807) Instagram photos that were taken in Greater
London and uploaded over a period of six months between September 2015 and
February 2016. When a user uploads a photo to Instagram, the caption, time, and
geographic location (if specified) are recorded. Moreover, other users can communi-
cate with the photo owner by leaving comments under that photo. We assume that
people who exchange photos and messages online are more likely to do so in their
main language.
There are tools that are capable of automatically detecting the language in
which a given piece of text has been written. One of these tools is called Chromium
Language Detector (CLD) which is developed by Google. The Chromium Language
Detector is an open-source library which is a part of Google Chrome web browser
that provides the user an option to translate a web page into their preferred language.
The CLD analyses the given text in any language and reports one or more detected
languages including the corresponding percentage of the language that was detected
in the original text. Each detected language has a corresponding percentage of
that language that was detected. For instance, providing the text "You might have
to read this multiple times for it to fully sink in" into CLD returns English with
98%. Another example of piece of text is "je vais lÃă bas presque chaque fois que
je remonte", which CLD detects as French with 98%. A combination of languages
used in the text is also possible to detect, such as "I love his book which depicts
beautiful pictures that breathe truly craftmanship. Altijd leuk om niet zomaar
plaatjes te kijken maar het verhaal achter" in which CLD reports as 51% Dutch and
48% English.
For each Instagram photo, we pass the text provided by the caption and
all comments into CLD and record the language in which it reports the greatest
proportion of the text has been written. We then do this for every Instagram photo
in Greater London dataset. To analyse languages that well represent the population
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of the dataset, we select the top 20 most commonly spoken languages across Greater
London based on Instagram language usage, which aggregate to about 5.8 million
photos (5,853,009) or 80% of the dataset. A list of photo counts for top 20 languages
are provided in Table 4.1. We find that Instagram photos that are classified as
mostly containing English captions and comments make up about 73% (5,320,973)
of the dataset, while other 19 languages contribute only about 7% (532,036) of the
dataset.
Every ten years, the Census is conducted by the Office for National Statistics
(ONS) to record valuable measurements of the status of the society in England and
Wales. The same questions are asked for all people who are living in England and
Wales in which they can respond by either online or in paper to the questions. To
gather language statistics, people who are living in England and Wales were asked
"What is your main language?".
Census data has been widely used as a source of demographics study in
respect to spatial area, which allow researchers to find relationship between official
figures and other online data sources [201–203]. Census data is made available at
various granularities for reporting area statistics such as Lower Layer Super Output
Area and Middle Layer Super Output Area. Each Lower Layer Super Output Area
(LSOA) has a population between 1,000 and 3,000 whereas Middle Layer Super
Output (MSOA) has a minimum population of 5,000 and maximum population of
15,000 [198]. In terms of households, there are between 400 and 1,200 households
per LSOA while each MSOA has between 2,000 and 6,000 households. We extract
data at MSOA level as its granularity capture at least one Instagram photo in each
area, especially area in Outer London where data points are more sparse. In the
2011 Census data, Greater London comprises 983 MSOAs in total, the boundaries
of which are depicted in Fig. 4.1a.
To obtain area statistics of Instagram photos within Greater London and be
comparable with the 2011 Census data from the ONS, we analyse the Instagram
data at the level of MSOA by allocating each photograph to the corresponding
MSOA using the recorded location of the photo. There are 983 MSOAs, covering all
of Greater London’s MSOAs, in which at least one Instagram photo was taken in
between September 2015 and February 2016. English is the most commonly spoken
language in all Greater London’s MSOAs.
Excluding Instagram photos classified as mostly containing English by CLD,
we find that Instagram photos labelled as other 19 non-English languages are clus-
tered around Inner London while there are fewer photos in the Outer London area,
as depicted in Fig. 4.1a. Amongst these 19 languages, we then map the most com-
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Table 4.1: Top 20 spoken languages across Greater London based on Instagram usage
between September 2015 and February 2016.
Top 20 most commonly spoken languages across Greater London based on Insta-
gram language usage as classified by Chromium Language Detector (CLD), which
aggregate to about 5.8 million photos (5,853,009) or 80% of the dataset (7,301,807).
Instagram photos that are classified as mostly containing English captions and com-
ments make up about 73% (5,320,973) of the dataset, while other 19 languages
contribute only about 7% (532,036) of the dataset.
Language Number of photos classified Percentage of the dataset
English 5,320,973 72.87
Korean 66,097 0.91
Arabic 60,863 0.83
Spanish 60,778 0.83
Portuguese 55,542 0.76
Russian 53,500 0.73
Chinese 40,874 0.56
Italian 30,515 0.41
French 24,131 0.33
Japanese 21,732 0.30
Thai 17,529 0.24
Turkish 16,357 0.22
Danish 16,024 0.22
Swedish 15,686 0.21
Indonesian 12,845 0.17
Polish 11,082 0.15
German 10,361 0.14
Hebrew 6,392 0.08
Dutch 5,924 0.08
Greek 5,804 0.08
monly spoken language other than English based on Instagram language usage per
MSOA which is shown in Fig. 4.1b. In each MSOA, we show the language with the
highest number of photo counts amongst 19 non-English languages.
In Greater Manchester, there are 346 MSOAs in which we perform the same
analysis for comparison purpose. We sample the Instagram photos that are geo-
tagged within Greater Manchester between August 2013 and December 2013. This
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dataset contains about 0.8 million Instagram photos (803,439). The top 20 languages
across Greater Manchester based on Instagram usage aggregate to about 0.6 million
photos (637,249) or 79% of the dataset. Instagram photos with English language
mostly are about 76% (612,098) of the dataset where as other top 19 languages
makes up only about 3% (25,151). The most commonly spoken language based on
Instagram usage in each MSOA across Greater Manchester are depicted in Fig. 4.2.
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Figure 4.1: Instagram measurements of language diversity in Greater Lon-
don.
(a) Locations of Instagram photos which were taken in Greater London within
September 2015 and February 2016 filtered by using the top 20 most commonly
spoken languages across Greater London from Instagram language usage as classi-
fied by Chromium Language Detector (CLD). Caption and comments from other
users are submitted into CLD and record the language in which CLD reports the
greatest proportion of the text has been written. There are 7.3 million (7,301,807)
Instagram photos that were taken in Greater London area, of which there are 5.8
million (5,853,009) photos that are labelled amongst top 20 languages. Since 73%
of photos are labelled as English, the map shows the locations of photographs for
the other 19 languages. (b) Using all Instagram photos that are filtered earlier,
we determine in which MSOA each Instagram photograph has been taken. Within
September 2015 and February 2016, there are 983 MSOAs in which at least one In-
stagram photo was taken. We map the other 19 languages that are most commonly
spoken in each MSOA other than English.
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Table 4.2: Top 20 spoken languages across Greater Manchester based on Instagram
usage between August 2013 and December 2013.
The top 20 languages across Greater Manchester based on Instagram usage aggregate
to about 0.6 million photos (637,249) or 79% of the dataset (637,249). Instagram
photos with English language mostly are about 76% (612,098) of the dataset where
as other top 19 languages makes up only about 3% (25,151).
Language Number of photos classified Percentage of the dataset
English 612,098 76.18
Arabic 8,331 1.04
Danish 2,859 0.36
Chinese 2,406 0.30
Russian 2,178 0.27
Spanish 1,445 0.18
Thai 1,330 0.16
Indonesian 1,207 0.15
Portuguese 1,163 0.14
Afrikaans 657 0.08
Swedish 603 0.07
Italian 497 0.06
Polish 488 0.06
Japanese 430 0.05
Turkish 395 0.05
French 362 0.04
Manx 215 0.03
German 212 0.03
Dutch 194 0.02
Korean 179 0.02
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Figure 4.2: Instagram measurements of language diversity in Greater
Manchester.
(a) Locations of Instagram photos which were taken in Greater Manchester within
August 2013 and December 2013 filtered by using the top 20 most commonly spoken
languages across Greater Manchester from Instagram language usage as classified by
CLD. There are 0.8 million (803,439) Instagram photos that were taken in Greater
Manchester area, of which there are 0.6 million (637,249) photos that are labelled
amongst top 20 languages. Since 76% of photos are labelled as English, the map
shows the locations of photographs for the other 19 languages that are most com-
monly spoken in each MSOA. (b) Using all Instagram photos that are filtered earlier,
we determine in which MSOA each Instagram photograph has been taken. Within
August 2013 and December 2013, there are 346 MSOAs in which at least one In-
stagram photo was taken. We map the other 19 languages that are most commonly
spoken language in each MSOA other than English.
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2.2 ONS Census data
In the 2011 Census data, there are 983 MSOAs across Greater London, and there
are about 7.8 million (7,809,942) inhabitants of London who provided an answer to
the main language question [204]. For Manchester, there are 346 MSOAs and about
2.6 million (2,572,731) respondents.
In all MSOAs for both areas, English is the most commonly spoken language.
To be comparable with the Instagram data, we filter ONS data based on the top
20 most commonly spoken languages across London from Instagram language usage.
Since English is the most commonly spoken language in all Greater London’s MSOAs,
Fig. 4.3 shows a map of the most commonly spoken language other than English in
each MSOA across Greater London using ONS’s Census data, and Fig. 4.4 depicts a
similar map for the Greater Manchester area. It can be seen from the London map
that some languages are clustered around neighbouring areas in which they have the
same language that is the most commonly spoken. For example, a group of MSOAs
where Turkish is the most commonly spoken language is clustered around the north
of Greater London.
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Figure 4.3: Census measurements of language diversity in Greater London.
The ONS Census was carried out in year 2011. Data from the Census is made avail-
able at various levels of spatial granularity. Here, we analyse data at the level of
MSOAs or ‘Middle Layer Super Output Areas’. An MSOA has a minimum popu-
lation of 5,000 and maximum population of 15,000. Greater London comprises 983
MSOAs, the boundaries of which are depicted here. Our analysis investigates the
top 20 most commonly spoken languages across Greater London according to In-
stagram usage. Since English is the most commonly spoken language in all Greater
London’s MSOAs, we produce a map of the top 19 languages other than English in
each MSOA.
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Figure 4.4: Census measurements of language diversity in Greater Manch-
ester.
There are 346 MSOAs in Greater Manchester, the boundaries of which are depicted
here. Our analysis investigates the top 20 most commonly spoken languages across
Greater Manchester according to Instagram usage. Similarly to Greater London,
English is the most commonly spoken language in all Greater Manchester’s MSOAs.
For this reason, we then map the top 19 most commonly spoken language other
than English in each MSOA. According to the map, there are only seven out of 19
languages. Languages that are most commonly spoken and cover majority of MSOAs
as can be seen from the map are Polish, Chinese, and Arabic. This suggests that
Greater Manchester are less diverse in terms of language usage compared to Greater
London.
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3 Results
3.1 Greater London
The maps in Fig. 4.1b and Fig. 4.3 depict that London is a diverse city in terms
of language spoken. English is excluded in the figures due to English is the most
commonly spoken language in all of Greater London’s MSOAs. Visual inspection
reveals there is some correspondence between data retrieval from Instagram photos
and ONS data. We then highlight MSOAs where the most common language spoken
other than English according to ONS data is the same as the most common language
spoken other than English in Instagram (Fig. 4.5). We find that the estimates of
the most commonly spoken language other than English in 154 MSOAs out of 983
MSOAs are matched, such as Arabic, Polish, Spanish, and Turkish.
To investigate whether the language spoken in Instagram photos can be used
to estimate the number of people who speak a particular language in each MSOA
based on the top 20 languages found on Instagram, we first identify whether there
is a hint of relationship between the number of Instagram photos and the number
of respondents in ONS data. We then explore the extent to which Instagram photos
can help estimate the percentage of spoken languages in different parts of Greater
London and Greater Manchester. Finally, we investigate whether Instagram data
would improve estimates generated by the baseline model which contains Census data
only. We use the mean absolute error (MAE) to compare the predictive performance
of these models. Then we perform Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test to find the evidence
to support our findings of difference in performance between these models.
Across all MSOAs, the number of Instagram photos in each language, as
recorded in our dataset after using the CLD to report the detected language with the
largest proportion of the given text, is normalised by the total number of Instagram
photos that were taken in Greater London (7,301,807). We then compare this with
the number of main language usage for each language obtained from respondents
of the ONS Census, which is normalised by the total number of respondents in
the Census in Greater London area (7,809,942) (Fig. 4.6). However, with only
19 languages excluding English, we find no evidence of the statistical relationship,
based on ranks, between the number of Instagram photos and the number of people
who responded to the ONS Census (τ = 0.24, N = 19, p > 0.05, Kendall’s rank
correlation). English is excluded in this statistical test due to huge difference, in
terms of number of Instagram photos and main language usage obtained from the
ONS, compared to other 19 languages, which would produce bias.
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Figure 4.5: Identifying language usage relationship between Instagram pho-
tos and ONS Census data in Greater London.
Based on the top 20 most commonly spoken languages across Greater London as
determined from Instagram language usage, we identify and highlight MSOAs where
the most common language spoken other than English according to ONS data is
the same as the most common language spoken other than English according to
Instagram data. There are 154 out of 983 MSOAs or 16% that are highlighted. The
map reveals there are ten languages that MSOAs are matched and the majority of
which are Arabic, Polish, Spanish and Turkish. This suggests that there is some
correspondence between Instagram photos and ONS data.
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Figure 4.6: Language usage percentages between Instagram photos and
ONS Census data in Greater London.
Across all MSOAs, we aggregate the number of Instagram photos as classified by
CLD, normalise by the total number of Instagram photos in Greater London area
(7,301,807) for each language. We then do the same with the number of Census
respondents for each language and normalise by the total number of Census respon-
dents in Greater London area (7,809,942). To compare percentages, we use log scales
for both axis to produce the map. Excluding English language, we find no evidence
for a correlation in terms of overall language usage percentages between Instagram
and ONS data with only 19 languages (τ = 0.24, N = 19, p > 0.05, Kendall’s rank
correlation).
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For each language, for the MSOAs in which there is at least one Instagram
photo, we investigate whether Instagram data can help in estimating the percent-
age of people in each MSOA who speak that language. As an example, we begin
by building a model that provides an estimate for Arabic using logistic regression
with the proportion of Arabic speakers across MSOAs as response variable and the
percentage of Instagram photos reported as Arabic in each MSOA as explanatory
variable (Fig. 4.7). To measure the amount of variance explained in each model, we
use Nagelkerke R2 [205]. It ranges from 0 to 1, where a value of 0 indicates that
no variance is explained by the model, and a value of 1 means the all variance is
explained by the model. Nagelkerke R2 is a pseudo R2, which is generalised from
R2 in linear regression, to measure the explained variation of the logistic regression
model. A normal R2, which is designed for linear regression, is non-applicable for
logistic regression due to difference in parameter estimation approaches.
For an estimative model with Arabic Instagram photos, the Nagelkerke R2 is
0.99 and this implies that including Instagram data helps explaining more variation
and would generate more accurate estimates (β = 0.311, N = 983, p < 0.001, see
Table 4.3). We conduct the same analysis for all top 20 languages and we find that
including Instagram data offer value in estimating the percentages of people who
speak in these languages in different parts of London as they help explain variations
in the model (Fig. 4.8). To support our findings, we find strong evidence that all
top 20 languages have significant relationship between the Instagram and the ONS
Census data (all βs > 0.04, all Ns = 983, all ps < 0.001, see Table 4.3).
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Figure 4.7: Estimating the percentage of language spoken per MSOA in
Greater London using Instagram photos.
For each language, we investigate whether Instagram data can predict the percentage
of people in each MSOA who speak that language. For example, we build an Arabic
model using binomial logistic regression with the percentage of Instagram photos
recorded as Arabic in each MSOA as an input to produce an estimated percentage
of people who speak Arabic in each MSOA. We use Nagelkerke R2 [205] to measure
the amount of variance explained in each model. It ranges from 0 to 1, where a value
of 0 indicates that no variance is explained by the model, and a value of 1 means
the all variance is explained by the model. For an Arabic model, the Nagelkerke
R2 is 0.99 and this implies the Arabic model that includes Instagram data helps
explaining the variance and would generate more accurate estimates (β > 0.311, N
= 983, p < 0.001).
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Figure 4.8: Proportion of variance explained for each language model that
include Instagram photos.
We carry out the same analysis for all 20 languages and investigate the performance
of Instagram data in estimating the ONS statistics. We find that language models
including Instagram data offer value in producing accurate estimates of the language
usage percentages in different parts of London. All top 20 languages have significant
relationship between Instagram and ONS Census data (all βs > 0.04, all Ns = 983,
all ps < 0.001, see Table 4.3).
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Table 4.3: Results generated by logistic regression models on top 20 spoken languages
across Greater London based on Instagram usage for the period between September
2015 and February 2016.
Each language model uses the percentage of Instagram photos in each MSOA as
predictor while the proportion of ONS respondents is the dependent variable. The
table is ordered by higher Nagelkerke R2. We find that all top 20 languages have
significant relationship between Instagram and ONS data. The higher number of
Nagelkerke R2 or the amount of variance explained by the model suggests the value
of Instagram data in improving the percentage estimates of spoken language.
* p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001.
Language
Beta/
Coeffi-
cient
Nagelkerke
R2
Number
of photos
classified
Percentage
of the In-
stagram
dataset
Number
of
speakers
according
to ONS
Percentage
of the
ONS
dataset
English 0.041*** 1 5,320,973 72.87 6,083,420 77.89
Turkish 0.534*** 1 16,357 0.22 71,242 0.91
Arabic 0.311*** 0.999 60,863 0.83 70,602 0.90
Polish 0.268*** 0.999 11,082 0.15 147,816 1.89
Korean 0.395*** 0.999 66,097 0.91 8,257 0.11
Japanese 1.857*** 0.999 21,732 0.30 17,050 0.22
Chinese 0.380*** 0.996 40,874 0.56 53,759 0.69
Portuguese 0.137*** 0.977 55,542 0.76 71,525 0.92
Hebrew 3.161*** 0.961 6,392 0.08 4,403 0.06
Spanish 0.276*** 0.943 60,778 0.83 71,192 0.91
Swedish 2.328*** 0.939 15,686 0.21 10,428 0.13
French 0.489** 0.905 24,131 0.33 84,191 1.08
Italian 0.403*** 0.860 30,515 0.41 49,484 0.63
Greek 0.684*** 0.522 5,804 0.08 26,924 0.34
Russian 0.458*** 0.520 53,500 0.73 26,603 0.34
Thai 0.693*** 0.413 17,529 0.24 6,859 0.09
German 0.329*** 0.132 10,361 0.14 31,306 0.40
Danish 0.513*** 0.053 16,024 0.22 4,185 0.05
Indonesian 0.553*** 0.047 12,845 0.17 2,817 0.04
Dutch 0.432*** 0.034 5,924 0.08 9,603 0.12
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To investigate the performance of the model using Instagram data, we use
20-fold cross-validation [206, 207] and compare the baseline models which include
Census data only, and models that include Instagram data. Specifically, we randomly
divide all MSOAs into 20 subsets, such that each subset contains 5% of total MSOAs
or between 48 and 51 MSOAs. For each subset, we use that particular observations
subset as the test set, while the other 19 subsets are combined as the training set.
The training set are then used to build the model to estimates the values of remaining
MSOAs, which are the test set. To compare and verify the results, the difference
in values for each MSOA between the model estimates and the testing set is then
recorded. This process, thus, is repeated 20 times, using each subset only once as the
testing set. For each language, we fit a baseline logistic model on the training data
using Census data only, which contains the percentage of language speakers across
MSOAs. The baseline model estimates the mean of the percentage of language
speakers across all MSOAs of the training data. The estimated mean is then used
to represent the remaining MSOAs. We also build an Instagram model including
both Census and Instagram data in which Instagram data contain the percentage of
language speaker across MSOAs based on Instagram usage. Since we are interested
in the top 20 languages, we repeat this process for each language. In each process,
baseline and Instagram models are fitted to estimate the percentage of language
speakers across MSOAs on the testing data. We then record errors or differences in
values between estimates from these models and actual percentage from the testing
set for each language and across all MSOAs.
We then compare the performance in terms of accuracy between the base-
line and Instagram model for 20 individual languages by looking at which model
has lower error rates, as measured by the Mean Absolute Error (MAE). Our find-
ings show that 14 Instagram models provide better accurate estimates than baseline
models in estimating the percentage of language spoken per MSOA (see Table 4.4).
For 20 different languages, we then perform the Wilcoxon Signed Rank test to de-
termine the significance of differences, in terms of rank, between errors generated by
the Instagram model and the baseline model. We find evidence that there are 14
languages from Instagram models which improve estimates and are more accurate
than the baseline models (see Table 4.4). English, Korean, Arabic, Chinese, Turkish,
and Swedish are languages that have better performance than the others. These lan-
guages are well-represented in both Census and Instagram data in which Instagram
data complements the Census data. Across the top 20 languages, the improvement
as measured by the reduction in MAE using the Instagram models ranges from -9.9%
to 11.3% compared to baseline models. Conversely, our results provides an evidence
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that there are 6 languages in which Instagram models show no improvements. This
suggests that Instagram data can help estimate language usage to certain languages.
We build a linear mixed-effects model [208] to verify the overall performance
between baseline and Instagram model across 20 languages by estimating absolute
errors obtained from both models. To account for variation, the model assumes
different random intercepts for languages and MSOAs. To do this, we specify model
type (Instagram or baseline) as a fixed effect to estimate absolute errors, controlling
for by-language and by-MSOA variability which are random effects. Our findings
reveal that the Instagram model generates more accurate estimates than baseline
models (β baseline = 0.008, β Instagram = -0.0005, N = 39320, p baseline = 0.07,
p Instagram < 0.001). Our results suggest that including Instagram data improve
estimates within Greater London.
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Table 4.4: 20-fold cross-validation results of logistic regression models on top 20
languages across Greater London.
All MSOAs are randomly split into 20 subsets in which each subset contains 5% of
total MSOAs or between 48 and 51 MSOAs. We fit 20 logistic regression models
for individual languages on the training data (19 subsets) using Census data only.
Another 20 individual models are built by including Instagram data: the percentage
of language usage per MSOA. The error rates are measured by using the Mean
Absolute Error (MAE) and the units are in percentage of language speakers. This
process is carried out repeatedly 20 times until every subset is used once as the
test set and then, for each language, we average the MAE from 20 MAEs. By
performing the Wilcoxon Signed Rank test, we find evidence that Instagram models
improve estimates for 14 languages. The improvement as measured by reduction in
MAE using Instagram models ranges from -9.9% to 11.3%. However, there are 6
languages that Instagram data provides no improvement to the estimates. The table
is ordered by Instagram language usage. In the Wilcoxon Signed Rank test column,
the star means the errors are significantly different (p < 0.05). The p-values are
corrected using false discovery rate (FDR) correction to control the proportion of
false positives.
Language Baseline Model Instagram Model % Difference Wilcoxon Test V
English 9.589 8.656 9.73 314635*
Korean 0.129 0.114 11.30 415481*
Arabic 0.720 0.667 7.19 395630*
Spanish 0.654 0.638 2.49 316439*
Portuguese 0.575 0.609 -6.00 348226*
Russian 0.204 0.225 -9.98 337959*
Chinese 0.432 0.411 4.66 374732*
Italian 0.447 0.438 2.03 321634*
French 0.699 0.694 0.70 310750*
Japanese 0.216 0.209 3.00 359132*
Thai 0.06 0.059 1.85 323604*
Turkish 0.992 0.893 9.97 404770*
Danish 0.0473 0.0472 0.03 280130*
Swedish 0.124 0.116 6.57 349335*
Indonesian 0.035 0.036 -0.27 305347*
Polish 1.329 1.288 3.09 373612*
German 0.299 0.2996 -0.19 301842*
Hebrew 0.076 0.073 3.79 400000*
Dutch 0.0847 0.0848 -0.14 311211*
Greek 0.317 0.318 -0.44 357653*
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3.2 Greater Manchester
We investigate whether results from other large cities such as Manchester, are in
line with Greater London’s results by using Instagram data. Using the top 20 most
commonly spoken languages across Greater Manchester, we identify and highlight
MSOAs where the most common language spoken other than English according to
the Census is the same as in Instagram data (Fig. 4.9). English is also excluded
in the figures due to English is the most commonly spoken language in all Greater
Manchester’s MSOAs. The map reveals there is some correpondence between the
number of Instagram photos and ONS data respondents in each MSOA although the
number of correspondents MSOAs are less than Greater London. For Greater Manch-
ester, there are only 7% of all MSOAs that are matched (24 out of 346 MSOAs).
Also, there are only three languages, which are Arabic, Chinese, and Polish, that are
identified as matched MSOAs.
Covering all MSOAs in Greater Manchester, the number of Instagram pho-
tos for each language as classified by CLD is aggregated and normalised by the
total number of Instagram photos in Greater Manchester area (803,439). For each
language, the number of Census respondents is normalised by the total number of
Census respondents in Greater Manchester area (2,572,731) (Fig. 4.10). Similarly,
with only 19 languages excluding English, we find no evidence in terms of statisti-
cal relationship between the number of Instagram photos and the number of people
who responded to the ONS Census (τ = 0.17, N = 19, p > 0.05, Kendall’s rank
correlation).
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Figure 4.9: Identifying language usage relationship between Instagram pho-
tos and ONS Census data in Greater Manchester.
Based on the top 20 most commonly spoken languages across Greater Manchester
as determined from Instagram language usage, we identify and highlight MSOAs
where the most common language spoken other than English according to ONS data
is the same as the most common language spoken other than English in Instagram.
There are 24 out of 346 MSOAs or 7% that are highlighted. Arabic, Chinese and
Polish are three languages that are identified as matched MSOAs. The map reveals
there is some correspondence between Instagram photos and ONS data although the
proportion of matched MSOAs is smaller than Greater London.
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Figure 4.10: Language usage percentages between Instagram photos and
ONS Census data in Greater Manchester.
Across all MSOAs and for each language, we aggregate the number of Instagram
photos as classified by CLD, normalise by the total number of Instagram photos
in Greater Manchester area (803,439). We then do the same with the number of
Census respondents for each language and normalise by the total number of Census
respondents in Greater Manchester area (2,572,731). To compare percentages, we
use log scales for both axis to produce the map. Excluding English language, we find
no evidence for a correlation in terms of overall language usage percentages between
Instagram and ONS data with only 19 languages (τ = 0.17, N = 19, p > 0.05,
Kendall’s rank correlation).
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To investigate whether Instagram photos can also improve estimates on other
large cities such as Manchester, we explore the extent to which Instagram photos
can help estimate the percentage of spoken languages in different parts of Greater
Manchester. For each language, we build logistic regression with the percentage of
Instagram photos in each MSOA to estimate the percentage of language usage in each
MSOA. Since we are also interested in top 20 languages based on Instagram usage
in Greater Manchester, we repeat this step for top 20 languages. By comparing the
amount of variance explained using Nagelkerke R2 as we did with Greater London,
we find that there are some languages in which Instagram data provide value in
improving the percentage estimates of spoken language (Fig. 4.11). There are 16
languages out of the top 20 commonly spoken languages across Greater Manchester
based on Instagram usage that have significant relationship (see Table 4.5).
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Figure 4.11: Estimating the percentage of language spoken per MSOA in
Greater Manchester using Instagram photos.
The Nagelkerke R2 are calculated for all 20 languages to investigate the potential
of Instagram data in estimating the ONS statistics. We find that language models
including Instagram data offer values in producing a good estimate of the percentages
in different parts of Manchester. All top 20 languages have significant relationship
(all βs > 0.04, all Ns = 983, all ps < 0.001, see Table 4.5).
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Table 4.5: Results generated by logistic regression models on top 20 spoken languages
across Greater Manchester based on Instagram usage for the period between August
2013 and December 2013.
Each language model uses the percentage of Instagram photos in each MSOA as
predictor while the proportion of ONS respondents is the dependent variable. The
table is ordered by higher Nagelkerke R2. By using logistic regression models as
we did with Greater London, we find that there are 16 languages out of the top 20
commonly spoken languages across Greater Manchester based on Instagram usage
that have significant relationship. Also, the higher number of Nagelkerke R2 or the
amount of variance explained by the model suggests the value of Instagram data in
improving the percentage estimates of spoken language.
* p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001.
Language
Beta/
Coeffi-
cient
Nagelkerke
R2
Number
of photos
classified
Percentage
of the In-
stagram
dataset
Number
of
speakers
according
to ONS
Percentage
of the
ONS
dataset
English 0.104*** 1 612,098 76.18 2,370,094 92.12
Chinese 1.213*** 1 2,406 0.30 14,431 0.56
Arabic 0.389*** 1 8,331 1.04 10,914 0.42
Indonesian 1.041*** 0.984 1,207 0.15 883 0.03
Spanish 1.706*** 0.932 1,445 0.18 3,252 0.12
Portuguese 0.986*** 0.818 1,163 0.14 3,620 0.14
Russian 1.043*** 0.675 2,178 0.27 1,761 0.07
Polish 0.279*** 0.621 488 0.06 21,231 0.82
Turkish 3.069*** 0.465 395 0.05 1,414 0.05
Thai 0.472*** 0.236 1,330 0.16 1,136 0.04
Swedish 3.116*** 0.221 603 0.07 389 0.01
French 0.965*** 0.144 362 0.04 4,924 0.19
German 2.809*** 0.107 212 0.03 2,088 0.08
Italian 0.544*** 0.033 497 0.06 2,292 0.09
Manx 4.481 0.031 215 0.03 2 0.01
Korean 0.644** 0.022 179 0.02 522 0.02
Dutch 1.316* 0.013 194 0.02 927 0.04
Afrikaans -1.342 0.009 657 0.08 102 0.01
Japanese 0.101 0.003 430 0.05 428 0.02
Danish 0.011 0.001 2,859 0.36 257 0.01
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We investigate the performance of the model in Greater Manchester area
as we did with Greater London. The 20-fold cross-validation is used to compare
estimates between baseline models that include Census data only and models that
incorporate Instagram language usage data. In the case of Greater Manchester, we
also randomly divide all 346 MSOAs that are in Greater Manchester into 20 subsets
such that each subset contains 5% of total MSOAs. Each subset contains between
327 and 330 MSOAs to train the model and estimate the percentage of language
usage in between 16 and 19 MSOAs. By comparing error rates using the MAE,
we find that there are 11 languages out of the top 20 commonly spoken languages
based on Instagram usage in which models that include Instagram data provide
better estimates in terms of accuracy. Furthermore, our results provide evidence
that there are 10 Instagram models generating better estimates than baseline models.
Instagram models across the top 20 languages provide reduction in MAE ranging
from -104% to 23% compared to baseline models (see Table 4.6). On the contrary,
there are 9 languages that have no improvement in estimates from Instagram models.
Our findings reveal evidence that there are 7 languages in which Instagram models
provide no improvement.
Similar to the Greater London analysis, we build a linear mixed-effects model
to verify the overall estimating performance between baseline and Instagram model
across 20 languages. However, our analysis do not provide evidence that the Insta-
gram model generates more accurate estimates than baseline models (β baseline =
0.004, β Instagram = -0.0001, N = 13840, p baseline = 0.16, p Instagram = 0.47).
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Table 4.6: 20-fold cross-validation results of logistic regression models on top 20
languages across Greater Manchester.
We randomly split all Greater Manchester’s MSOAs into 20 subsets. One subset con-
tains 5% (16-19) of total MSOAs and it is used as the test set. Similar to the Greater
London analysis, we used the same process to fit 20 logistic regression models using
Census data only and another 20 models that include Instagram data. 20 MAEs are
then averaged to compare the performance between baseline and Instagram models,
including Wilcoxon Signed Rank test. We find some evidence that Instagram mod-
els improve estimates for ten languages. Amongst the top 20 languages, Instagram
models provide reduction in MAE ranging from -104% to 23%. On the other hand,
our results show evidence that Instagram models provide no improvements on 7 lan-
guages. The table is ordered by Instagram language usage. The star in Wilcoxon
Signed Rank test column indicates the errors are significantly different in terms of
rank (p < 0.05). To control the proportion of false positives, FDR correction is used
to adjust p-values.
Language Baseline Model Instagram Model % Difference Wilcoxon Test V
English 6.365 5.964 6.29 47062*
Arabic 0.454 0.379 16.33 53024*
Danish 0.012 0.013 -2.41 37508*
Chinese 0.498 0.383 23.03 50390*
Russian 0.063 0.059 5.87 43601*
Spanish 0.119 0.114 4.15 46140*
Thai 0.032 0.033 -1.94 39378*
Indonesian 0.047 0.054 -15.47 53322*
Portuguese 0.133 0.130 2.29 43252*
Afrikaans 0.007 0.006 0.56 30895
Swedish 0.018 0.017 0.74 41504*
Italian 0.062 0.065 -4.61 33451
Polish 0.615 0.839 -36.51 41980*
Japanese 0.021 0.042 -104.39 43597*
Turkish 0.046 0.045 1.92 40941*
French 0.165 0.167 -1.18 36577*
Manx 0.001 0.002 -6.36 44827*
German 0.061 0.060 1.17 36225*
Dutch 0.033 0.034 -0.38 31951
Korean 0.029 0.028 3.46 47453*
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4 Discussion
In England and Wales, measuring language spoken is so costly and time consuming
that it is only conducted once every ten years. Although there is a growing number
of studies of distribution of language usage across areas using spatial data from other
online media platforms, the number of such research on a photo sharing website is
lacking. Also, the potential in estimating the spatial patterns of language usage with
data from a photo sharing website is unclear. To answer this question, we focus on
the ONS Census and Instagram data on two large cities as case study which are
Greater London and Greater Manchester.
Looking at Greater London, we compare the measurements of language di-
versity from the ONS Census in year 2011 and Instagram photos taken between
September 2015 and February 2016. We select the top 20 most commonly spoken
languages across Greater London from the Instagram language usage as they rep-
resent the major population and their estimates would be more stable than less
common languages. Across the top 20 languages, we use Nagelkerke R2 to evaluate
the relationship between the Instagram and ONS data. Afterwards, to validate the
estimation performance, we use 20-fold cross-validation tests on both the baseline
model, which contains ONS data only, and the Instagram model in order to com-
pare the error rates. The 20-fold cross-validation test assesses model performance
in estimating the spatial distribution of languages on different subsets of London
areas (MSOAs). Based on Nagelkerke R2 and the significance of coefficients, our
analysis shows that all top 20 most commonly spoken languages, as labelled in In-
stagram photos, offer values in producing an estimate of the percentage of people
who speak in these particular languages in different parts of London. However, we
find no evidence of relationship, in terms of rank, between the number of Instagram
photos and the number of people who responded their main language to the ONS
Census. Based on cross-validation test and mixed-effect analysis, our findings pro-
vide evidence that there are 14 languages in which models that include Instagram
data can generate more accurate estimates across London areas (MSOA) than base-
line models consisting Census data only. Similarly, we perform the same analysis on
another large city which is Manchester. Comparing to London, Census data shows
that Manchester is less diverse in terms of language diversity while Instagram data
reveals more language diversity. Our out-of-sample results reveal that there are ten
languages out of top 20 commonly spoken languages based on Instagram usage that
Instagram models have potential to generate better estimates, which is in line with
the London analysis. However, based on mixed-effect analysis, we find no evidence
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that Instagram data improve estimates within Greater Manchester.
We note the time gap between the 2011 Census data and the Instagram data
which spans from September 2015 to February 2016 where there is no official data to
compared to. Here, we have only been able to investigate the use of recent Instagram
data for estimating the spatial distribution of languages. This provides an oppor-
tunity for future work to investigate the potential for improving estimates across
time, once new Census data becomes available after 2021. Nonetheless, our findings
underline the potential of rapidly available online data that people are generating,
such as Instagram in this case, to measure key population statistics at low cost by
complementing official data.
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Chapter 5
Estimating language statistics
using Twitter data
1 Introduction
This thesis has investigated estimating language usage statistics across space using
Instagram data in the previous chapter. However, it remains unclear whether other
online data sources would provide results that are in line with the results in the
Instagram chapter. Apart from Instagram, Twitter is a large-scale online platform
where people mainly exchange short messages. Instagram allows users to upload
photos and videos to interact with other users, while Twitter ’s main communication
method is the uploading of short messages or "tweets" to the online platform. For
Instagram, geographic information (latitude and longitude) can be attached to the
photographs, while, on Twitter, this information is attached to the messages. Also, a
tool is required, such as Chromium Language Detector (CLD) as used in the previous
chapter, to obtain language usage information on messages exchanged on Instagram
photographs. On the other hand, Twitter provides language usage information with
individual messages. This chapter will investigate whether another types of data,
specifically messages exchanged on and language information provided by the Twit-
ter platform would help in estimating language usage statistics. This would help
policymakers or stakeholders to understand whether different types of online data
sources will provide similar results or different perspectives of the current state of the
society. It will also complement the investigation of the usefulness of online data by
considering multiple data sources. In addition to MSOAs analysis, this chapter will
consider a higher level of granularity using borough-level tagged places information
as provided by Twitter for estimating language statistics.
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Recent studies have investigated language statistics across space using data
from Twitter by looking at the large picture of language and geography which sug-
gests the potential to estimate language statistics using online data [33, 50–53].
However, the specific aspects of estimating distribution of languages across areas are
lacking.
Here, we use six months of Twitter data between January and June 2018 in
order to understand the relationship between tweets data with specific geolocations
and official language statistics and to determine whether tweets data have potential
to estimate language statistics across different areas in a city level by exploring
Greater London. In order to quantify the extent of improvement in estimates from
tweets, we compare estimation performance on the proportion of spoken languages
across London by building and comparing baseline model with models that includes
tweets data. Lastly, we include additional six months of Twitter data from July 2017
to December 2017 and investigating whether one year of Twitter data on tagged
places can be used to estimate language statistics in London boroughs.
2 Materials and methods
We retrieve 0.9 million (932,662) Twitter messages known as tweets that were up-
loaded in Greater London from 1 January 2018 to 30 June 2018 via the Twitter
API. Each tweet contains metadata which provides when and where (if specified
by users) the message was uploaded along with the language detected by the Twit-
ter language identifier, which is a proprietary classifier owned by Twitter. English
is the most commonly used language in the dataset with 89 percent (838,465) of
tweets. Other 49 languages are detected by the Twitter language identifier, which
contribute to seven percent of tweets (68,641). Similar to the Instagram analysis, we
select the top 20 most commonly used languages based on Twitter data. As a result,
there are 0.9 million tweets (903,583) across top 20 languages, which are 96% of the
dataset. Here, we visualise the locations of tweets of top 19 most commonly used
languages other than English across Greater London in our Twitter dataset as shown
in Fig. 5.1a. The counts of tweets uploaded in each language are listed in Table
5.1. We note that on the same length of period to the Instagram dataset from the
previous chapter, although with different months and years, the number of tweets
(932,662) is significantly smaller than the number of Instagram photos (7,301,807) in
our dataset. Since photographs are more likely to have geolocations attached due to
GPS-enabled technology in mobile phones and cameras than simple short messages,
this might explain the huge difference in terms of quantity.
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Figure 5.1: Distribution of language diversity in Greater London using
Twitter data.
(a) Locations of tweets uploaded in Greater London between January and June 2018
filtered by top 20 most commonly used languages across London in the Twitter
dataset. Each tweet contains metadata in which it provides when and where (if
specified by users) the message was uploaded along with the language classified
by Twitter language identifier. There are 0.9 million (932,662) tweets that were
published in Greater London area, of which there are 0.9 million (903,583) tweets that
are classified within top 20 languages. Since 89% of tweets are labelled as English,
the map shows the locations of tweets for the remaining 19 languages. (b) For each
tweet that are labelled within top 20 languages, we assign the MSOA corresponds
to the location the tweet was uploaded or specified. For top 19 commonly used
languages other than English, there are 851 MSOAs in which at least one tweet
was published between January and June 2018. The map shows the top 19 most
commonly used languages other than English in each MSOA.
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Table 5.1: Top 20 commonly used languages based on Twitter language usage be-
tween January and June 2018.
We rank top languages based on Twitter language usage as classified by Twitter
language identifier. We investigate on top 20 languages that have data available
both in Twitter counts and ONS Census respondents. Hence, we remove Haitian,
Norwegian, and Catalan from our analysis. The aggregated number of tweets across
top 20 languages is 0.9 million (903,583) or 96% of the dataset (932,662). About 89
percent (838,465) of tweets are classified as English which is the largest proportion of
the dataset whereas other 49 detected languages makes up only about seven percent
(68,641).
Language
Number of
tweets
classified
Percentage
of the
Twitter
dataset
Number of
the 2011
Census
respondents
Percentage
of the ONS
dataset
English 838,465 89.90 6,083,420 77.89
Spanish 10,689 1.14 71,192 0.91
French 8,219 0.88 84,191 1.07
Finnish 8,037 0.86 2,800 0.03
Portuguese 4,946 0.53 71,525 0.91
Italian 4,397 0.47 49,484 0.63
Estonian 3,526 0.37 1,192 0.01
Indonesian 3,417 0.36 2,817 0.03
German 3,338 0.35 31,306 0.40
Japanese 2,633 0.28 17,050 0.21
Arabic 2,182 0.23 70,602 0.90
Tagalog 1,715 0.18 25,869 0.33
Welsh 1,653 0.17 1,310 0.01
Turkish 1,626 0.17 71,242 0.91
Dutch 1,356 0.14 9,603 0.12
Haitian 1,198 0.12 - -
Swedish 1,170 0.12 10,428 0.13
Danish 1,105 0.11 4,185 0.05
Norwegian 925 0.09 - -
Russian 843 0.09 26,603 0.34
Catalan 783 0.08 - -
Romanian 708 0.07 39,653 0.50
Polish 652 0.06 147,816 1.89
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For the final analysis, there are 0.7 million tweets (731,631) that are automat-
ically tagged with London borough names or tagged with locations within London
boroughs by Twitter platform. We also include additional data of tweets from July
2017 to December 2017. This new data contains 0.9 million tweets (946,895) that
are tagged as one of London boroughs or located within London. Therefore, the
combined tweets dataset contains about 1.7 million messages (1,678,526) covering
one year of data. Table 5.2 shows the number of tweets of combined dataset for each
language.
The latest 2011 Census data reveals that about 7.8 million (7,809,942) inhab-
itants of Greater London have provided an answer to the main language question
[204]. Census data reports area statistics at various granularities and we extract
data at Middle Layer Super Output Area (MSOA) level and at Borough level. In
Greater London, there are 983 MSOAs and the boundaries of which are depicted
in Fig. 5.1a. Each MSOA has a population size of between 5,000 and 15,000 [198].
Greater London is divided into 32 boroughs and the City of London. The Census
data reveals that English is the most commonly used language across all MSOAs
and boroughs in Greater London.
We first analyse the tweets data at MSOA level by assigning corresponding
MSOA to each tweet which contains geographical coordinates. Across 983 MSOAs
in Greater London, English is the most commonly spoken language. For top 19
languages after English, there are 851 MSOAs in which at least one tweet was pub-
lished between January and June 2018. The most commonly used language other
than English per MSOA is depicted in Fig. 5.1b. Visual inspection reveals there
are some MSOAs in which there is not any single tweet published between January
and June 2018. Therefore, all MSOAs are not covered as we had hoped by using 6
months of Twitter data, only 851 MSOAs have language usage information. This
suggests including more Twitter data would help fill the missing MSOAs.
In order to compare with Twitter data, we filter ONS data based on the top 20
most commonly spoken languages across London as determined by Twitter language
usage. Since English is the most commonly spoken language in all Greater London’s
MSOAs, Fig. 5.2 shows a map of 19 most commonly used languages other than
English in each MSOA using Census data. The map reveals that several languages
are heavily clustered around neighboring areas, having the same language, such as
Polish in South and West London.
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Table 5.2: Top 20 commonly used languages based on Twitter language usage in
tweets with tagged places between July 2017 and June 2018.
In total, there are 1.7 million tweets (1,678,526) with tagged places across one year
of data. Top 20 languages contribute to 96% (1,606,516) of the dataset. We remove
Haitian language from our analysis since it is not available in the ONS Census data.
Language
Number of
tweets
classified
Percentage
of the
Twitter
dataset
Number of
the 2011
Census
respondents
Percentage
of the ONS
dataset
English 1,494,432 89.03 6,083,420 77.89
Spanish 17,195 1.02 71,192 0.91
French 11,776 0.70 84,191 1.07
Portuguese 9,395 0.55 71,525 0.91
Arabic 8,966 0.53 70,602 0.90
Indonesian 7,801 0.46 2,817 0.03
Italian 7,108 0.42 49,484 0.63
German 6,462 0.38 31,306 0.40
Estonian 6,421 0.38 1,192 0.01
Japanese 5,424 0.32 17,050 0.21
Turkish 5,306 0.31 71,242 0.91
Tagalog 4,629 0.27 25,869 0.33
Urdu 3,201 0.19 78,667 1.01
Welsh 3,086 0.18 1,310 0.01
Dutch 2,607 0.15 9,603 0.12
Polish 2,575 0.15 147,816 1.89
Haitian 2,539 0.15 - -
Swedish 1,986 0.11 10,428 0.13
Danish 1,937 0.11 4,185 0.05
Finnish 1,913 0.11 2,800 0.03
Russian 1,757 0.10 26,603 0.34
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Figure 5.2: Census measurements of language diversity in Greater London.
The 2011 ONS Census data reports area statistics at various levels of spatial gran-
ularity. Here, we analyse data at the level of Middle Layer Super Output Areas
(MSOA) which has the number of inhabitants between 5,000 and 15,000. Greater
London comprises 983 MSOAs, the boundaries of which are depicted here. English
is the most commonly spoken language in all Greater London’s MSOAs. Here, our
analysis investigates the top 19 most commonly spoken languages other than English
across Greater London according to Twitter usage. The map shows 19 languages
other than English that are most commonly spoken in each MSOA.
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3 Results
We initially compare data between the ONS 2011 Census and tweets uploaded during
January and June 2018 across all MSOAs through visual inspection. We highlight
MSOAs where the most common language spoken other than English according to
ONS data is the same as the most common language spoken other than English ac-
cording to Twitter data (Fig. 5.3a). Out of 983 MSOAs, there are 50 MSOAs that are
matched which reflects the relationship where some languages such as French, Span-
ish and Turkish have some correspondence. We note that the number of matched
MSOAs and number of languages that are commonly used from Twitter data is
smaller compared to the previous chapter analysing Instagram data.
To explore whether there is a relationship between the Census data and Twit-
ter data, we analyse the tweets and the number of respondents in the ONS data for
each language. We then investigate whether Twitter messages can be used to es-
timate the proportion of used languages across Greater London areas. Lastly, we
compare the estimation performance between a model that contains Census data only
and a model that incorporates Twitter data. To do this, we compare the mean ab-
solute error (MAE) based on cross-validation techniques, and perform the Wilcoxon
Signed Rank test to find evidence to support the differences in MAE reduction.
The number of tweets across all MSOAs for each language, as classified by
the Twitter language identifier, is normalised by the total number of tweets that
were published in Greater London (932,662). For each language, the number of
language speakers according to the ONS is normalised by the total number of Census
respondents (7,809,942). Figure 5.3b shows the relationship between percentages for
each language between ONS and Twitter data. With only 19 languages other than
English, our results suggest there is no relationship between the number of tweets
and the number of Census respondents (τ = 0.02, N = 19, p > 0.05, Kendall’s
rank correlation). However, visual inspection reveals that French, Spanish, and
Turkish language might have some relationships as they tend to cluster around the
neighbouring areas.
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Figure 5.3: Identifying relationship between Twitter and ONS Census data.
(a) Based on the top 20 most commonly spoken languages across Greater London
from Twitter language usage, we identify and highlight MSOAs where the most
common language spoken other than English according to ONS data is the same as
the most common language spoken other than English according to Twitter data.
We find that there is there are 50 out of 983 MSOAs or 5% that are matched. The
map reveals there are seven out of 20 languages that MSOAs are matched. (b)
Across all MSOAs, the number of tweets across all MSOAs for each language, as
classified by Twitter language identifier, is normalised by the total number of tweets
that were published in Greater London (932,662). For each language, the number of
language speakers according to the ONS is normalised by the total number of Census
respondents (7,809,942). To compare percentages, we use log scales for both axis to
produce the map. Excluding English language, we find no evidence for a correlation
between the number of tweets and the number of Census respondents with only 19
languages (τ = 0.02, N = 19, p > 0.05, Kendall’s rank correlation).
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Similar to Greater London analysis in the previous chapter, we investigate
whether Twitter messages can help in estimating the proportion of spoken languages
across MSOAs in which there is at least one tweet. For each language, we build a
simple logistic regression model, which captures the proportions of spoken languages
across MSOAs given by ONS data as response variable and we include the percent-
ages of spoken languages obtained from tweets across MSOAs as predictor variable.
We use Nagelkerke R2 [205] to measure the amount of variance explained by the
model. If the value is zero, no variance is explained while a value of one is equivalent
to all variance explained by the model. Across the top 20 languages, we find that
tweets help explain the variations and provide value in estimating spoken languages
across areas in Greater London (Fig. 5.4). For example, English, Romanian, Arabic,
and English have a higher Nagelkerke R2 which implies Twitter data captures more
variation in the models and have the potential to provide better estimates than other
languages. To support our findings, 18 out of the top 20 languages show a significant
relationship (Table 5.3).
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Figure 5.4: Estimating the percentage of language spoken per MSOA using
Twitter data.
We investigate whether Twitter data can be used to estimate the percentage of
language speakers in each MSOA. For each language, we build a simple logistic
regression model which captures the proportions of spoken languages across MSOAs
given by ONS data as response variable and we include the percentages of spoken
languages obtained from tweets across MSOAs as predictor variable. We employ
Nagelkerke R2 to measure the amount of variance explained in each model. We
carry out the same analysis for all 20 languages and investigate the performance
of Twitter data in estimating the ONS statistics. We find that language models
including Twitter data captures more variations and provides value in generating
more accurate estimates of the percentages of language speakers in different parts of
London. There are 18 out of top 20 languages that have a significant relationship
between Twitter and ONS Census data (Table 5.3).
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Table 5.3: Results generated by logistic regression models on top 20 commonly used
languages across Greater London based on Twitter language usage for the period
between January and June 2018.
Each language model uses the percentage of tweets in each MSOA as predictor while
the proportion of ONS respondents is the dependent variable. The table is ordered
by Nagelkerke R2. The number of Nagelkerke R2 represents the amount of variance
explained by the model. A value of one means all variance explained while a value
is zero means no variance explained. We find that there are 18 out of the top 20
languages that have a significant relationship between Twitter and ONS Census data.
This suggests the values of Instagram data in improving the percentage estimates of
spoken language.
* p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001.
Language
Beta/
Coeffi-
cient
Nagelkerke
R2
Number
of tweets
classified
Percentage
of the
Twitter
dataset
Number
of the
2011
Census
respon-
dents
Percentage
of the
ONS
dataset
English 0.011*** 0.999 838,465 89.90 6,083,420 77.89
Romanian 0.155*** 0.998 708 0.07 39,653 0.50
Arabic 0.136*** 0.998 2,182 0.23 70,602 0.90
Polish 0.193*** 0.994 652 0.06 147,816 1.89
Dutch -0.628*** 0.750 1,356 0.14 9,603 0.12
German -0.144*** 0.727 3,338 0.35 31,306 0.40
Russian -0.154*** 0.712 843 0.09 26,603 0.34
Japanese -0.336*** 0.645 2,633 0.28 17,050 0.21
Danish -0.614*** 0.619 1,105 0.11 4,185 0.05
Spanish -0.045*** 0.534 10,689 1.14 71,192 0.91
Swedish -0.164*** 0.496 1,170 0.12 10,428 0.13
French -0.025** 0.385 8,219 0.88 84,191 1.07
Tagalog -0.039*** 0.231 1,715 0.18 25,869 0.33
Portuguese -0.019*** 0.194 4,946 0.53 71,525 0.91
Finnish -0.133*** 0.163 8,037 0.86 2,800 0.03
Indonesian -0.054** 0.026 3,417 0.36 2,817 0.03
Italian -0.006* 0.021 4,397 0.47 49,484 0.63
Welsh -0.078 0.015 1,653 0.17 1,310 0.01
Estonian -0.001 0.001 3,526 0.37 1,192 0.01
Turkish -0.001*** 0.000 1,626 0.17 71,242 0.91
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To investigate whether Twitter data can help complement ONS data, we
compare a baseline model that has Census data only, containing the proportion
of language speakers across MSOAs, and a Twitter model which includes the per-
centage of spoken language across MSOAs from Twitter data. We then perform a
20-fold cross-validation [206, 207] for each language, which is similar to the Insta-
gram analysis, in which all MSOAs are randomly divided into 20 subsets of MSOAs,
each comprising 5 percentage of all MSOAs or between 48 and 51 MSOAs. For each
language, a baseline logistic regression model is fitted on the training data using Cen-
sus data only, containing the percentage of language speakers across MSOAs. The
baseline model estimates the mean of the percentage of language speakers across all
MSOAs of the training data. The remaining MSOAs are represented by the esti-
mated mean given by the baseline model. A Twitter model includes both Census
and Twitter data. For both baseline and Twitter models and for each language, the
cross-validation starts from training 19 subsets into the estimating model, leaving
one subset out as test set for estimation and record the difference in values for each
MSOA between the model estimates and the actual percentages from the testing set.
This step is then repeated until every subset has been used once as test set. Then
we record errors for both baseline and Twitter models. We do this process for each
language out of the 20 languages. Since we are interested in the top 20 languages,
we repeat this process for each language.
To determine whether Twitter data can generate more accurate estimates
complementing the ONS data, we calculate the Mean Absolute Error (MAE), for
each language, for both baseline and Twitter model, and determine which model
has lower error rates. Our findings reveal that there are seven languages with MAE
reductions which imply better estimation performance compared to the baseline
models (Table 5.4). The Wilcoxon Signed Rank test supports the evidence of MAE
reductions for these seven languages. Across the top 20 languages, the improvement
measured by MAE reductions ranges from -32.6% to 0.92%. On the other hand,
we find that Twitter data provides no improvement on 13 languages. This suggests
that Twitter data does not provide as much information for such estimations as
Instagram.
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Table 5.4: 20-fold cross-validation across MSOAs results of out-of-sample tests on
logistic regression models on top 20 languages for the period between January and
June 2018.
We randomly split all 983 MSOAs in Greater London into 20 subsets. Each subset
contains 5% of the total number of MSOAs. The training set consists of 19 subsets
and one subset is used as the test set. For cross-validation, each subset is used once as
the test set, therefore, we repeatedly perform this process 20 times. In each process,
we fit 20 logistic models for individual languages on the training data using Census
data only to estimate the mean percentage of language usage per MSOA. We build
another 20 individual models including Twitter data. Mean Absolute Errors (MAE)
are used as error measure and these are in units of percentage of language speakers.
For each language and for each model type, we then calculate the average MAE based
on 20 MAEs from 20 subsets. Afterwards, a Wilcoxon Signed Rank test is performed
to determine whether the differences between the errors are significant. The table is
ordered by Twitter language usage. For each language, model with better estimates
are highlighted in bold. A star indicates significantly different errors (p < 0.05).
The false discovery rate (FDR) correction is used on the p-values to control the
proportion of false positives.
Language Baseline Model Twitter Model % Difference Wilcoxon Test V
English 9.589 9.501 0.92 299019*
Spanish 0.654 0.649 0.64 343963*
French 0.699 0.698 0.03 325409*
Finnish 0.031 0.031 -0.05 204309*
Portuguese 0.575 0.587 -2.23 317280*
Italian 0.447 0.545 -21.91 333635*
Estonian 0.016 0.016 -0.16 297123*
Indonesian 0.035 -0.14 -32.58 316196*
German 0.299 0.298 0.02 323970*
Japanese 0.216 0.214 0.54 345611*
Arabic 0.718 0.740 -2.98 368745*
Tagalog 0.251 0.250 0.01 179287*
Welsh 0.015 0.015 -0.06 303682*
Turkish 0.992 1.003 -1.17 278955*
Dutch 0.085 0.085 -0.08 169136*
Swedish 0.124 0.124 -0.05 341551*
Danish 0.047 0.047 -0.07 157961*
Russian 0.204 0.205 -0.13 322154*
Romanian 0.475 0.472 0.81 336104*
Polish 1.329 1.33 -0.02 299314*
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We conduct a linear mixed-effects analysis [208] to determine whether the
overall estimation performance across the top 20 languages is improved using Twitter
data. We estimate absolute errors, as obtained from cross-validation results, by
including the model type as fixed effect, controlling for by-language and by-MSOA
variability as random effects. Our analysis suggests that models with Twitter data
contribute to improvement in estimates within Greater London more than baseline
model (β baseline = 0.008, β Twitter = 0.001, N = 25890, p baseline = 0.085, p
Twitter < 0.001).
Moving to the other dataset, we analyse one year Twitter data about tagged
places in Greater London starting from July 2017 to June 2018. Similar to the anal-
ysis above, we build logistic regression model for each language across all boroughs
and use Nagelkerke R2 to determine whether Twitter data can help improve esti-
mates. Figure 5.5 shows the Nagelkerke R2 for the top 20 languages of this dataset.
With one year of data, we find that there are 14 languages that have a Nagelkerke
R2 of 1, suggesting that Twitter data on tagged places can also be used to improve
estimates. Our findings reveal evidence that 17 out of the top 20 languages show
a significant relationship between the Twitter and the ONS Census data although
there is a negative relationship for two languages which are Tagalog and Danish (all
βs > 0.04, all Ns = 983, all ps < 0.001, see Table 5.5).
For the boroughs analysis with Twitter data that are tagged with places, we
perform a 33-fold cross-validation for each language to estimate language distribu-
tions for each borough and compare the performance. Our results suggest that there
are six languages for which models with Twitter data generate more accurate esti-
mates than the baseline models that include Census data only (Table 5.6). Amongst
these six languages, we find evidence of MAE reductions for one language only,
which is Turkish, while we find no evidence for the other 5 languages using Wilcoxon
Signed Rank test. Across the top 20 languages, the range of MAE reductions are
between -329.94% and 11.02%. The linear mixed-effects analysis is performed to
investigate the overall estimation performance for the top 20 languages across bor-
oughs in Greater London. We find no evidence there is an improvement in estimates
in Greater London boroughs using Twitter data (β baseline = 0.007, β Twitter =
0.002, N = 1320, p baseline = 0.07, p Twitter = 0.279).
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Figure 5.5: Estimating the percentage of language spoken per borough
using Twitter data on tagged places.
We investigate whether Twitter data about tagged places can be used to estimate
the percentage of language speakers in each borough. A logistic regression model is
built on Twitter data on tagged places for each language to estimate the percentage
of language usage across boroughs. A Nagelkerke R2 is used to measure the amount
of variance explained in the model. There are 17 out of the top 20 languages that
show a significant relationship (Table 5.5).
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Table 5.5: Results generated by logistic regression models on top 20 spoken languages
across Greater London boroughs based on language usage on Twitter data on tagged
places for the period between July 2017 and June 2018.
The logistic model for each language train on Twitter data in each borough to
estimate the proportion of ONS respondents. The table is ordered by a Nagelkerke
R2. We find that 17 out of the top 20 languages have a significant relationship
between the Instagram and the ONS data although two of which (Tagalog and
Danish) have a negative relationship. The number of Nagelkerke R2 refer to the
amount of variance explained by the model which suggests the value of Twitter data
in improving the estimates of language usage.
* p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001.
Language
Beta/
Coeffi-
cient
Nagelkerke
R2
Number
of tweets
classified
Percentage
of the
Twitter
dataset
Number
of the
2011
Census
respon-
dents
Percentage
of the
ONS
dataset
English 0.098*** 1 1,494,432 89.03 6,083,420 77.89
Spanish 0.656*** 1 17,195 1.02 71,192 0.91
French 0.489*** 1 11,776 0.70 84,191 1.07
Portuguese 1.144*** 1 9,395 0.55 71,525 0.91
Arabic 1.016*** 1 8,966 0.53 70,602 0.90
Italian 1.022*** 1 7,108 0.42 49,484 0.63
German 0.514*** 1 6,462 0.38 31,306 0.40
Japanese 2.921*** 1 5,424 0.32 17,050 0.21
Turkish 1.820*** 1 5,306 0.31 71,242 0.91
Polish 1.402*** 1 2,575 0.15 147,816 1.89
Russian 2.718 1 1,757 0.10 26,603 0.34
Tagalog -0.577*** 0.999 4,629 0.27 25,869 0.33
Indonesian 2.814*** 0.999 7,801 0.46 2,817 0.03
Urdu 0.344*** 0.998 3,201 0.19 78,667 1.01
Estonian 0.383*** 0.536 6,421 0.38 1,192 0.01
Welsh 0.514*** 0.519 3,086 0.18 1,310 0.01
Danish -0.307* 0.203 1,937 0.11 4,185 0.05
Finnish 0.413 0.098 1,913 0.11 2,800 0.03
Swedish 0.053 0.029 1,986 0.11 10,428 0.13
Dutch -0.054 0.006 2,607 0.15 9,603 0.12
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Table 5.6: 33-fold cross-validation across boroughs results of out-of-sample tests on
logistic regression models on top 20 languages for the period between July 2017 and
June 2018.
For the boroughs analysis, we find evidence for only one language (Turkish) out of six
languages that models with Twitter data reduce MAE compared to baseline models.
However, the MAEs across top 20 languages are reduced by starting from -329.94%
to 11.02%. The table is ordered by language usage on Twitter data. The Wilcoxon
Signed Rank test is used to determine whether the errors significantly differ between
Twitter and baseline models (p < 0.05). To control the proportion of false positives,
we use false discovery rate (FDR) correction to adjust the p-values.
Language Baseline Model Twitter Model % Difference Wilcoxon Test V
English 7.132 7.06 0.89 329
Spanish 0.641 0.677 -5.84 435*
French 0.703 0.724 -3.09 378
Portuguese 0.461 0.411 11.02 408
Arabic 0.691 0.880 -27.33 464*
Indonesian 0.024 0.022 6.79 360
Italian 0.427 0.669 -56.71 399
German 0.296 0.306 -3.41 345
Estonian 0.006 0.006 -1.89 259
Japanese 0.177 0.166 6.39 349
Turkish 0.972 0.882 9.24 442*
Tagalog 0.180 0.182 -1.07 248
Urdu 0.903 3.882 -329.94 321
Welsh 0.0084 0.0083 0.49 275
Dutch 0.073 0.074 -1.47 56*
Polish 1.071 1.272 -18.8 324
Swedish 0.122 0.131 -7.47 112*
Danish 0.041 0.118 -186.131 124*
Finnish 0.024 0.024 -1.377 221
Russian 0.144 0.158 -9.68 351
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4 Discussion
Measuring language statistics with the Census is costly and time consuming and is
undertaken only once a decade in England and Wales. Complementing the Instagram
chapter, we investigate whether Twitter data can also be used for estimating spatial
distribution of languages in cities. We analyse 0.9 million tweets uploaded in Greater
London between January and June 2018. We focus on the top 20 most commonly
used languages across areas in Greater London to determine a relationship between
ONS Census data and Twitter data.
We find that Twitter data provides some value in estimating spoken languages
in different parts of London as measured by Nagelkerke R2, hinting at potential of
tweets data. Our results suggest that, overall, incorporating Twitter data improve
estimates more than baseline models. The cross-validation results of individual lan-
guages provides there are seven out of top 20 languages that can produce better
estimates than the baseline model. Additionally, we conduct the analysis to improve
the estimates at a borough level using place-tagged tweets for the period between
July 2017 and June 2018. We found that there is a smaller number of languages that
can provide better estimates than the baseline model although we find the evidence
for only one language, which is Turkish.
We note that Twitter results provides smaller number of languages that im-
proves the estimates of language speakers across MSOAs in Greater London com-
pared to the Instagram analysis, which has 14 languages. The range of improvement
in estimates in the Twitter analysis is also smaller. This suggests that Twitter data
has a weaker effect on improving the estimates compared to the Instagram analysis.
This might be due to the difference in terms of data quantity between Instagram data
and Twitter data. For the same period of six months, our Instagram dataset have
7.3 million photos while there are about 0.9 million tweets in the Twitter dataset.
It is possible that photographs are more attached to location than short messages.
Qualitatively, the results of Twitter analysis are consistent with the Instagram chap-
ter. As such, our findings underline the potential of text-based social media data,
which is Twitter in this case, to estimate spatial patterns of language usage.
We note the time gap between the 2011 Census data and Twitter data which
covers the first half of 2018 where there is no official data to compare to. Future work
could also investigate the potential for improving estimates across time, once new
Census data becomes available after 2021. Although our findings on Twitter data
reveal a weaker effect compared to the Instagram analysis on the previous chapter,
aggregating both Instagram and Twitter data or other online data sources could lead
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to improved estimates. Nevertheless, both Twitter and Instagram analysis highlight
the usefulness of online data in estimating official statistics.
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Chapter 6
Nowcasting unemployment figures
using Google search data
1 Introduction
This thesis has investigated statistics across space using online data in the previous
chapters. Statistics across time is also crucial for policymakers and stakeholders to
understand the past and the present to make a decision on the future. In an economic
context, they need to monitor the key statistics such as unemployment rates which
represent current activity. This requires the most up to date figures however. The
latest available official economic figures are published with a considerable time lag,
such as one or two months delay, due to the time and effort which are required to
gather the relevant data [4, 5]. This has become a challenge for nowcasting, which is
forecasting the present rather than the future. It aims to predict current estimates
where traditional methods are time-delayed.
Due to the advancement of the Internet, people are generating data via social
online interactions, resulting in huge datasets. Thus, the Internet has turned into a
new data source that captures human behaviour. Various studies [185–187, 209–212]
have analysed human behaviour with the real world with data from online services
such as Google [4, 5, 13, 111–113, 154, 188, 213–217], Yahoo [191], Flickr [19, 21, 97],
Wikipedia [144, 149, 218], and Twitter [45, 189, 219, 220]. With the immediate
availability of Internet search data, there are numerous studies now investigating
whether online search data might be a good economic indicator [4, 5, 15–17, 130].
For instance, Choi and Varian [4] nowcasted the number of people who claimed for
unemployment benefits in the US based on Google Trends data. Google is a search
engine that dominates the United Kingdom’s online search market. For example, it
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handled 90 percent of all queries made in 2018 [221]. It provides search volume data,
which is publicly accessible via the Google Trends website.
Here, we investigate whether online search queries can be used to forecast
current unemployment rates in a time period that goes beyond previous studies
[4, 5, 15, 17, 130]. Specifically, we evaluate the usefulness of Google Trends data
in nowcasting a recent dataset until February 2017 and investigate whether Google
Trends queries can improve the current estimates of unemployment rates. Further-
more, while previous research has focused on small groups of search terms with
various keyword selection approaches [4–6, 15, 17], we investigate whether includ-
ing a broader relevant set of search terms provides additional value in nowcasting
unemployment rates by using a variable selection technique, an elastic net.
2 Materials and methods
We retrieved online search data from Google Trends and obtained official unemploy-
ment data in the United Kingdom from the Office for National Statistics (ONS).
2.1 ONS data
In the United Kingdom, unemployment rates are calculated using the Labour Force
Survey (LFS), which is conducted and reported by the Office for National Statistics
(ONS). The seasonally unadjusted monthly results were obtained from the ONS
website [222] on 5 May 2017. The rates are published with one and a half months
delay. For example, the April 2017 release consists of the unemployment rates up to
February 2017, leaving a gap from March to April. Since Google search volume data
is available from January 2004, we used unemployment rates starting from January
2004. The top panel in Fig. 6.1 depicts the UK’s unemployment rates.
2.2 Google Trends data
We retrieved Internet search volume data from Google Trends, previously known as
Google Insights (https://www.google.co.uk/trends/) on 7 June 2017. The format of
the data is a monthly time series and it is restricted to searches made in the United
Kingdom. The Google Trends data we analyse spans from January 2004 to February
2017 and is not seasonally adjusted. We note that Google Trends reports search
volume for a given query as an index relative to the highest search volume during
the specified time period, rather than an absolute number of queries.
Considering search terms that are relevant to unemployment, three keywords
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Figure 6.1: UK unemployment figures and search volume data.
(a) Time series of UK unemployment rates published by the ONS ranging from
January 2004 to February 2017. (b) Time series of search volume data restricted
to searches made in the United Kingdom between January 2004 and April 2017.
McLaren and Shanbhogue’s analysis [2] used the period from January 2004 until
January 2011 as highlighted in green, while our new period of analysis is up to
February 2017, which includes the yellow highlighted area.
are selected as suggested by previous studies [4, 5]. These are "jobs", "JSA", and
"unemployment". The bottom panel in Fig. 6.1 shows Google search volumes for
three different search terms.
We also explore more relevant search terms as identified by Google Trends
and investigate whether alternative search terms can improve nowcasting current
unemployment estimates. Therefore, we identify alternative search terms that are
highly correlated with general search terms such as "jobs" and "unemployment" in
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the United Kingdom. In addition to search frequencies provided by Google Trends for
a given query, it provides the top 25 search terms that are most highly correlated with
the given query. Here, we obtained the top 25 search terms most highly correlated
with "jobs" and the top 25 search terms whose search volume is highly correlated
with the search volume for "unemployment" as listed in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1: Most highly correlated keywords for "jobs" and "unemployment" cate-
gories identified by Google Trends.
"jobs" category "unemployment" category
jobs unemployment
job ww
indeed welfare
jobcentre office
careers offices
job centre benefits
cv rsa
jobmatch pole emploi
universal jobmatch welfare rights
jobcentre plus jsa
interview uk unemployment
london jobs disability
jobs indeed workhouse
part time jobs ww.
job vacancies sign on
facebook jsa claim
at nav
job centre plus unemployment benefit
hotmail apl
gumtree anpe
total jobs dole
google probation office
career bony
interview questions paro
reed disability benefits
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3 Results
3.1 Analysing the relationship
In order to investigate the relationship between Google Trends data and official
unemployment rates beyond existing research [4, 5, 15, 17], we replicate and extend
McLaren and Shanbhogue’s [5] analysis, which covers the time period until January
2011. We expand this period of analysis up to February 2017. Based on these
two different periods, we then build nowcasting models using a linear regression to
quantify the extent to which Google Trends queries can improve current estimates
of unemployment rates with a recent dataset.
To analyse the relationship between Google Trends data and the unemploy-
ment rates from the ONS, a baseline nowcasting model is first built using changes
in unemployment rates in the previous three months only (∆Yt-1 ,∆Yt-2) to forecast
change from the previous month (∆Yt). This is a lag-2 autoregressive model, AR(2).
Then, the changes in Google Trends queries are included as an external regressors
(∆Xt) in order to create an advanced nowcasting model as follows:
∆Yt = c+ β1∆Yt−1 + β2∆Yt−2 + Φ∆Xt, (6.1)
where c is an intercept and β1, β2, and Φ are regression coefficients estimated from
historical data.
The in-sample baseline model and advanced models with Google keywords
are compared to evaluate the relationship. The in-sample test is conducted across
five models: the baseline model, three advanced models that include three search
terms ("jobs", "JSA", and "unemployment") separately as external regressors, and
an advanced model, in which we incorporate all three search terms as external re-
gressors. Then, we compare the results between these five models using performance
and goodness-of-fit metrics such as the Mean absolute error (MAE) and the Akaike
information criterion (AIC). We analyse the period from January 2004 until February
2017. This extends the time period analysed in McLaren and Shanbhogue [5].
The in-sample nowcasting results show that the model that includes three
Google search terms slightly improves the overall goodness-of-fit (AIC baseline =
1572.491, Adjusted R2 baseline = 0.3303, AIC advanced "three keywords" = 1557.65,
Adjusted R2 advanced "three keywords" = 0.4037). Details of the results are listed
in Table 6.2. In Fig. 6.2b, we depict the in-sample nowcast errors between the
baseline and model with three Google keywords. The error distribution of in-sample
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nowcast errors is illustrated in Fig. 6.3a, revealing the higher density of low error
rates for the model with three Google keywords. We find that the model using
three keywords from Google Trends generates more accurate estimates compared
to the baseline model and the other three models in terms of MAE, RMSE and
MAPE (MAE baseline = 31.64, MAE advanced "three keywords" = 29.36, RMSE
baseline = 40.20, RMSE advanced "three keywords" = 37.55, MAPE baseline =
154.61, MAPE advanced "three keywords" = 146.60). In summary, the model with
three keywords has smaller MAE, RMSE, and MAPE than the baseline model with
7.2%, 6.6% and 2.5% improvement respectively. This suggests that the best model
to improve unemployment estimates is the model that include multiple keywords.
Considering only models with single search term, the model with the search term
"jobs" outperforms models with other individual search terms in terms of MAE and
RMSE (MAE advanced "jobs" = 29.44, RMSE advanced "jobs" = 150.50). A model
with "jsa" produces the smallest MAPE out of the three models with single search
term (MAPE advanced "jsa" = 148.35).
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Table 6.2: Comparison of in-sample unemployment nowcasting results between Jan-
uary 2004 and February 2017.
To evaluate the relationship between Google search data and UK unemployment
rates, we used in-sample tests to compare baseline model and advanced models with
Google keywords. Multiple performance measures are used for all five models. To
prevent overfitting problem, we use adjusted R2. AIC indicates the model fit rela-
tive to the other models given the data and balances the trade-off between model
complexity and its goodness-of-fit. Our results suggest that including multiple key-
words into the model improve estimates more than a single keyword. Stars indicate
significance levels as follows: * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001.
Term 3 keywords "jobs" "unemployment" "jsa" Baseline
Intercept 0.2604 0.3896 0.7721 0.3207 0.6552
∆Yt−1 0.7165*** 0.7181*** 0.6842*** 0.6818*** 0.6778***
∆Yt−2 -0.2111** -0.2245** -0.2676*** -0.2440** -0.2546**
jobst 1.4342*** 1.3224***
unemploymentt -0.3249 0.405569
jsat 0.0417 1.0772*
AIC 1557.648 1554.428 1573.153 1570.321 1572.491
Adjusted R2 0.4037 0.4087 0.3317 0.3439 0.3303
MAE 29.3590 29.4367 31.4660 30.4513 31.6409
RMSE 37.5495 37.6454 40.0210 39.6523 40.1963
MAPE 146.5999 150.4981 157.7204 148.3501 154.6145
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Figure 6.2: Unemployment nowcasting results between January 2004 and
February 2017 for the model with three Google keywords.
(a) Out-of-sample nowcasts for the model with three keywords ("jobs", "jsa", "unem-
ployment"). (b) In-sample nowcast errors for the baseline model, using only changes
in unemployment rates from previous three months, and the model which includes
change in Google search query data. (c) Comparison of out-of-sample nowcast errors
between the baseline model and the model that includes three Google search query
data. Our results in Table 6.3 show that the model with three search terms provides
MAE and MAPE reduction greater than the other models for the longer time period
between 2010 and 2017. On the other hand, for the shorter time period from 2008 to
2011, the model with a single keyword ("jobs") reduces MAE and RMSE the most
compared to the other models with single search term.
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Figure 6.3: Error distribution of unemployment nowcasts between baseline
model and model with three Google keywords.
(a) Error distribution of in-sample nowcasts between January 2004 and February
2017. (b) Out-of-sample error distribution for the time period between 2010 and
2017. Both distribution figures reveal that the model with three Google keywords
produces a higher proportion of errors that are near zero or have low error rates
compared to baseline model.
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To evaluate the nowcasting performance of the advanced model which in-
cludes Google Trends data, an out-of-sample one month ahead forecast model is
created as a baseline. This means that some of the sample data up to a specified
month is used to estimate the model. Then, a prediction is calculated for the next
month and compared to the actual observation to determine the accuracy of that
model. We use training window as the first half of the dataset. This means that the
model is estimating data from January 2004 to October 2010. Then, we nowcast the
change in unemployment rates for November 2010. We then record the difference
between the nowcast and actual change in the unemployment rate. Next, the model
is re-estimated up to November 2010 and we nowcast the unemployment rate for
December 2010. This is an iterative process until the end of the sample in February
2017. The coefficients of the model are recalibrated each time the training window
increases. In Fig. 6.2, we visualise the estimates produced from the out-of-sample
nowcasting model using Google three keywords. Furthermore, Fig. 6.3b depicts the
error distribution obtained from out-of-sample test. In the first three columns of
Table 6.3, we report the average MAE, RMSE, and MAPE for baseline and all four
advanced models for both time periods considered.
Table 6.3: Comparison of out-of-sample unemployment nowcasting results on differ-
ent periods.
The best performing model in each period is highlighted in bold. All estimations are
based on changes in ONS’s unemployment rates in comparison to the previous month.
November 2010to February 2017 July 2008 to January 2011
MAE RMSE MAPE MAE RMSE MAPE
3 keywords 31.9631 40.2084 151.4515 39.6172 48.7793 243.5507
"jobs" 32.1627 39.9473 155.8729 39.3390 48.0360 242.1599
"unemployment" 35.6870 43.4078 182.0303 40.4665 49.9582 220.0004
"jsa" 33.7739 43.0845 157.69 39.5934 48.7523 218.4144
Baseline 35.9942 43.5630 186.6521 40.8144 49.5529 215.4055
For the longer time period of analysis, we find that the out-of-sample ad-
vanced model with three keywords reduces the MAE by 11.2% compared to the
baseline model and the MAPE by 18.9% (MAE baseline = 35.99, MAE advanced
"three keywords" = 31.96, MAPE baseline = 186.65, MAPE advanced "three key-
words" = 151.45). Considering models with single search term only, the advanced
model employing "jobs" search term provides the lowest RMSE amongst the other
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models with single search term, which is 10.7% lower than the baseline, and lowest
MAE (RMSE baseline = 43.56, RMSE advanced "jobs" = 39.95, MAE advanced
"jobs" = 32.16). On the other hand, we replicate the time period used in McLaren
and Shanbhogue’s [5] analysis for comparison, in which the training window of the
first half of the dataset starts from January 2004 to June 2008. The performance
of nowcasting models using data up until January 2011 reveals that models with
Google search terms underperformed compared to the baseline model in terms of
MAPE (MAPE baseline = 215.41). The model with the "jobs" search term provides
the smallest MAE and RMSE (MAE baseline = 40.81,MAE advanced "job" = 39.34,
RMSE baseline = 49.55, RMSE advanced "job" = 48.04, ). Furthermore, the model
with three search terms produce slightly more accurate estimates than the baseline,
with an improvement of 1.5%-3% (MAE advanced "three keywords" = 39.62, RMSE
advanced "three keywords" = 48.78). Our findings suggest that including more data
and multiple keywords results in better nowcasting performance.
To investigate whether there is evidence of different levels of accuracy between
nowcasting models, the Diebold-Mariano (DM) test is conducted across all five mod-
els by testing each pair of models as listed in Table 6.4. To control the proportion
of false positives, we perform false discovery rate (FDR) correction. Although the
out-of-sample analysis reveals that the advanced model with three keywords per-
forms best in MAE reduction, we find no evidence in difference in accuracy between
advanced model incorporating three keywords and the baseline model (DM "three
keywords" = 2.07, N = 76, p = 0.07). Nevertheless, various error metric results from
Table 6.3 suggest that including Google keywords help improve nowcast estimates
of unemployment rates in the UK. Similarly, the shorter period of analysis results
reveal that there is no evidence that model including Google search terms generates
more accurate estimates than the baseline model (DM "three keywords" = 0.54, DM
"jobs" = 1.00, N=31, p > 0.05).
3.2 Nowcasting improvement with relevant search terms
To investigate whether including more online search queries provide extra value in
nowcasting unemployment rates, we identify alternative search terms that are highly
correlated with general search categories such as "jobs" and "unemployment" in the
UK. Here, we include the top 25 search terms that are most highly correlated with
"jobs" category and another top 25 highly correlated search terms with the search
volume for "unemployment" in our nowcasting model. Since including all 25 or 50
search terms in a linear model would cause overfitting problem and complexity, we
use a variable selection technique, which is elastic net, to select important keywords.
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Table 6.4: Adjusted p-value and Diebold-Mariano (DM) test statistics of linear mod-
els.
The false discovery rate (FDR) correction is used to control the proportion of false
positives and return adjusted p-values. Boldface highlights model that are statisti-
cally significant in terms of difference in level of accuracy. Positive values of the DM
test means that the model on the row has smaller errors compared to the model on
the column
a: Long time period: November 2010 to February 2017
"jobs" "unemployment" "jsa" Baseline
3 keywords
Adjusted p-value 0.4223 0.0714 0.0714 0.0714
DM-statistic -1.053 2.1655 2.0599 2.0737
"jobs"
Adjusted p-value 0.0714 0.0714 0.0714
DM-statistic 2.4027 2.153009 2.2490
"unemployment"
Adjusted p-value 0.7188 0.7188
DM-statistic -0.3613 0.4139
"jsa"
Adjusted p-value 0.7188
DM-statistic 0.5469
(To be continued)
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Table 6.4 continued
b: Short time period: July 2008 to January 2011
"jobs" "unemployment" "jsa" Baseline
3 keywords
Adjusted p-value 0.6479 0.6938 0.9858 0.7170
DM-statistic -1.0766 0.8242 -0.0179 0.5423
"jobs"
Adjusted p-value 0.6479 0.7170 0.6479
DM-statistic 1.0546 0.4649 1.0027
"unemployment"
Adjusted p-value 0.6479 0.7170
DM-statistic -1.2532 -0.5084
"jsa"
Adjusted p-value 0.6479
DM-statistic 1.8565
For comparison of nowcasting performance, we build elastic net linear regres-
sion models in our out-of-sample one month ahead forecast test for each 25 keywords
from two categories and we build another elastic net model which aggregates 50 key-
words from both categories. We then compare the performance between five models:
baseline AR(2), AR(2) with "jobs", "jsa", and "unemployment", AR(2) with 25
related keywords identified from "jobs" category, AR(2) with 25 related keywords
identified from "unemployment" category, and AR(2) with 50 related keywords from
both "jobs" and "unemployment" category. We use different training windows to
explore the performance effect between short term and long term models. The train-
ing window used in this analysis ranges from 1 year, 5 year, 6 years and 5 months,
and 10 years. 6 years and 5 months is a window of 50% of the whole period of the
dataset. We consider 10 years as long term while less than 10 year periods (i.e. 1,
5, and 6 years) are considered as short term. For a short term period, the same
starting training window from the out-of-sample analysis which starts from January
2004 to October 2010 is used. As for a longer period, the training window starts from
January 2004 to May 2014. For each type of period, we consider two main types of
training window: Growing and Sliding. Growing windows cover more data as time
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has passed, incorporating both old and current changes, while sliding window has a
fixed number of data, covering only current changes.
For the elastic net model, we generate a range of tuning parameters using a
random grid of 100 lambda and range of 100 alpha values. Then, for each alpha and
lambda, we compute error metrics MAE, RMSE and MAPE. Next, we compare and
select the tuning parameters that provide the best fitted model that has the smallest
error according to MAE. We depict the nowcast errors of different models in Fig.
6.4 in which the details of the best performance models for each training window are
listed in Table 6.5 and 6.6.
Starting from growing window size for short periods (1, 5, and 6 year and
5 months), we find that, on average the model with three search terms outperform
other models in terms of MAE, RMSE and MAPE (MAE "three keywords" for
6 year and 5 months = 31.97, RMSE "three keywords" for 6 year and 5 months
= 40.18, MAPE for 6 year and 5 months = 151.01). As for sliding window, we
also find similar result with 1 year, 5 years, and 6 years and 5 months. While
one year and five years of sliding training window reveal that the model with three
keywords have smaller errors in terms of MAE and RMSE (MAE "three keywords"
for five years = 32.35, RMSE "three keywords" for five years = 39.84), the model
with 25 keywords from "unemployment" category has the smallest MAPE (MAPE
"unemployment" five years = 156.221). This result is also similar for 1 year of sliding
training window. Models with more than 25 keywords suffer from overfitting as they
have more variables than the number of training data, they therefore have higher
error rates than the baseline model. Using a sliding window of five years or more
reveals that all models, except "unemployment" model, with relevant Google search
terms identified by Google Trends have lower error rates than the baseline model in
terms of MAE and RMSE.
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Figure 6.4: Nowcast estimates of change in UK unemployment rates on
different models using elastic net with 10 years of sliding window between
June 2014 to February 2017.
(a) The estimated change in UK rates of unemployment from elastic net incorporat-
ing relative volume changes in previous three months of ONS data and changes in
Google search query data in previous month with relevant 50 keywords from both
"jobs" and "unemployment" category (red), in comparison with the estimates from
the ONS (black), elastic net models with relevant 25 search terms to "jobs" (blue)
and "unemployment" (green), and the linear baseline model which includes relative
volume changes in previous three months of ONS data only. (b) Comparison of one
month ahead nowcast errors for the baseline model, using only changes in unemploy-
ment rates from previous three months, and elastic net models which include change
in Google search query data from the current month. With a training window of 10
years, we find that the optimal model with 25 relevant keywords from "jobs" out-
perform the other models (MAE "jobs" = 25.266, RMSE "jobs" = 34.225, MAPE
"jobs" = 109.667)
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Table 6.5: Comparison of nowcasting performance for change in unemployment rates
on different models using elastic net between November 2010 and February 2017.
The best performed model in each window size is highlighted in bold. All com-
parison are based on change in ONS’s unemployment rate from previous month.
Growing window Sliding window
1 year 5 years 1 year 5 years
MAE
AR(2) + 50 terms 36.218 35.208 39.569 34.55
AR(2) + 25 terms ("jobs") 37.251 35.167 38.936 35.107
AR(2) + 25 terms ("unemployment") 35.281 34.987 39.1 34.093
AR(2) + 3 keywords 34.201 31.948 37.667 32.35
OLS AR(2) 36.273 36.008 38.61 35.711
RMSE
AR(2) + 50 terms 44.781 42.488 47.851 42.781
AR(2) + 25 terms ("jobs") 46.892 43.27 47.053 42.276
AR(2) + 25 terms ("unemployment") 45.618 43.355 47.534 42.113
AR(2) + 3 keywords 41.958 40.14 44.101 39.843
OLS AR(2) 43.207 43.498 46.361 42.83
MAPE
AR(2) + 50 terms 150.41 160.016 182.513 189.116
AR(2) + 25 terms ("jobs") 197.05 173.253 192.5 182.36
AR(2) + 25 terms ("unemployment") 167.018 160.983 171.385 156.221
AR(2) + 3 keywords 176.607 150.851 218.568 166.489
OLS AR(2) 187.182 185.365 237.724 184.451
AIC
AR(2) + 50 terms 916.75 1406.801 954.0071 1404.542
AR(2) + 25 terms ("jobs") 917.699 1403.12 943.226 1405.091
AR(2) + 25 terms ("unemployment") 913.862 1405.117 935.6629 1421.066
AR(2) + 3 keywords 901.875 1396.52 916.1187 1396.533
OLS AR(2) 913.032 1409.991 913.0321 1409.991
Adjusted R2
AR(2) + 50 terms 0.3656 0.4205 0.3046 0.4546
AR(2) + 25 terms ("jobs") 0.3584 0.4103 0.30453 0.4001
AR(2) + 25 terms ("unemployment") 0.4112 0.4053 0.1943 0.3745
AR(2) + 3 keywords 0.3731 0.399 0.3461 0.3987
OLS AR(2) 0.2803 0.3271 0.2803 0.3271
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Table 6.6: Comparison of nowcasting performance for change in unemployment rates
on different models using elastic net.
November 2010 to
February 2017
June 2014 to
February 2017
Growing Sliding Growing Sliding
6 years and 5 months 10 years
MAE
AR(2) + 50 terms 35.055 34.922 26.729 27.478
AR(2) + 25 terms ("jobs") 35.048 35.592 24.957 25.266
AR(2) + 25 terms ("unemployment") 34.268 34.334 27.548 28.495
AR(2) + 3 keywords 31.972 32.096 25.736 25.827
OLS AR(2) 35.994 35.73 30.248 30.215
RMSE
AR(2) + 50 terms 42.465 42.018 34.466 35.120
AR(2) + 25 terms ("jobs") 42.874 42.756 34.484 34.225
AR(2) + 25 terms ("unemployment") 42.808 41.885 37.888 38.694
AR(2) + 3 keywords 40.184 39.487 34.689 34.689
OLS AR(2) 43.563 43.09 37.539 37.369
MAPE
AR(2) + 50 terms 166.818 190.04 114.653 126.208
AR(2) + 25 terms ("jobs") 167.306 189.69 111.357 109.667
AR(2) + 25 terms ("unemployment") 154.047 176.254 112.059 125.738
AR(2) + 3 keywords 151.005 160.923 114.685 121.911
OLS AR(2) 186.652 179 152.593 149.848
AIC
AR(2) + 50 terms 1563.632 1562.704 1564.902 1570.578
AR(2) + 25 terms ("jobs") 1564.224 1566.359 1563.127 1575.651
AR(2) + 25 terms ("unemployment") 1571.647 1568.963 1568.097 1570.931
AR(2) + 3 keywords 1557.653 1555.78 1557.861 1557.653
OLS AR(2) 1572.491 1572.491 1572.491 1572.491
Adjusted R2
AR(2) + 50 terms 0.4499 0.4457 0.4693 0.4606
AR(2) + 25 terms ("jobs") 0.4123 0.4048 0.4293 0.4030
AR(2) + 25 terms ("unemployment") 0.3937 0.3999 0.4010 0.3923
AR(2) + 3 keywords 0.3996 0.4034 0.3994 0.3996
OLS AR(2) 0.3303 0.3303 0.3303 0.3253
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For long period, with ten years of fixed data length in the training model, we
find that the optimal model with relevant keywords from "jobs" outperform other
models (MAE "jobs" = 25.266, RMSE "jobs" = 34.225, MAPE "jobs" = 109.667).
The growing window size also reveal that the optimal model with relevant keywords
from "jobs" generate more accurate estimates than other models as measured by
MAE and MAPE (MAE "jobs" = 24.957, MAPE "jobs" = 111.357). However, the
optimal model with 50 relevant keywords from both categories provides smallest
RMSE (RMSE "50 terms" = 34.466). This implies that including more relevant
search terms with a long time period of training data can help improve nowcast
estimates.
After we obtain the best tuning parameters from each model, we re-fit all
training data to inspect the goodness-of-fit. We find that the optimal model with
three keywords enhances the overall goodness-of-fit better than models that include
more keywords. This implies that one or more of these three search terms are more
relevant in improving nowcasting models. Amongst the optimal model with relevant
keywords using 10 years growing window, the selected coefficients with stronger
effect from each elastic net model are visualised in Fig. 6.5. The figure shows top
keywords that have a strong effect on the model such as "hotmail", "jobmatch",
"career", "part time jobs" and "interview questions".
We investigate whether there is an evidence of different levels of accuracy
between elastic net nowcasting models by comparing the DM test across all five
models that use 10 years of training data (Table 6.7). Our findings reveal no evidence
that all four models includingGoogle keywords produce more accurate estimates than
the baseline model (DM "three keywords" = -2.5154, DM "25 terms unemployment"
= 0.9943, DM "25 terms jobs" = -0.9884, DM "50 terms" = -2.0277, N = 33, p
< 0.05). Nevertheless, the results given by the error metrics imply the potential of
including more Google search terms to improve nowcast estimates.
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Figure 6.5: The coefficient paths labelled with the top 15 largest coeffi-
cients.
(a) The selected coefficients with stronger effect from an elastic net model with
50 relevant keywords from "jobs" and "unemployment" categories as identified by
Google Trends. (b) The selected coefficients with stronger effect from an elastic net
model with 25 relevant keywords from "jobs". (c) The coefficient paths of elastic net
model incorporating 25 keywords from "unemployment". Visual inspection reveals
that there are several top keywords that have a strong effect on the model such as
"hotmail", "jobmatch", "career", "part time jobs" and "interview questions".
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Table 6.7: Adjusted p-value and DM test statistics of elastic net models with 10
years of training data.
We use FDR correction to control the proportion of false positives, resulting in ad-
justed p-values. Models that significantly differ in terms of accuracy are highlighted
in bold. Negative values of the DM test indicates that the model on the row has
smaller errors compared to the model on the column.
25 terms
"jobs"
25 terms
"unemployment"
3 keywords Baseline
50 keywords
Adjusted p-value 0.2315 0.0626 0.2013 0.1019
DM-statistic -1.3538 -2.4751 1.5937 -2.0277
25 terms "jobs"
Adjusted p-value 0.2315 0.0656 0.3303
DM-statistic -1.3677 2.3302 -0.9884
25 terms "unemployment"
Adjusted p-value 0.0626 0.3303
DM-statistic 2.7354 0.9943
3 keywords
Adjusted p-value 0.0626
DM-statistic -2.5154
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4 Discussion
We investigate whether current online datasets hold the similar relationship and may
provide new insights when the period is beyond the previous studies [4, 5]. To verify
this relationship between Google Trends data and unemployment rates from ONS,
we analyse on the period of January 2004 to February 2017. The results are in line
with McLaren and Shanbhogue [5] analysis in which Google Trends data improves
estimates of unemployment rates compared to the forecasts generated by model that
incorporates the official data only. With the period extends to February 2017, the
effect of Google search data is increasing based on the error metric results. We find
that the linear model including three search terms produce more accurate estimates
on both in-sample and out-of-sample tests than the baseline model.
We extend the study to validate whether the nowcasting model can be im-
proved further by including more related Google search terms as identified by Google
Trends. We employ shrinkage or regularisation approach to reduce overfitting prob-
lem occurred with linear regression. In particular, we employ elastic net technique
to help remove irrelevant variables. Different periods of training data is used to
investigate between short term and long term performance. Our results suggest that
including more relevant search terms and using elastic net can improve nowcasting
performance when use with a certain longer period of training data such as 10 years.
On the other hand, for a shorter period of training data, including more search terms
help reduce variance at the cost of increasing bias. Thus, we find that model with
fewer search terms generally perform better than models that include more search
terms.
Qualitatively, the results are in the same direction with previous studies in
which models with Google search terms provide more accurate nowcast estimates
than the baseline model. Moreover, this study shows that variable selection technique
such as elastic net can help select the optimal model to obtain the estimates. This
technique allow a broader sets of search term to be considered in order to select
a number of keywords that are important since fitting all possible keywords would
introduce overfitting problem in the nowcasting model. However, this does not mean
it will provide the best model since the error of these machine learning techniques
are broad and this is not the focus of this thesis. Building on our study, the future
research could investigate whether the analysis could be improved using other models
or techniques such as ARIMA and alternative versions of LASSO or ridge regression
that account for temporal characteristics. Future work could also investigate whether
other relevant search terms or other online search data sources, such as Bing, would
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have potential to improve estimates of current unemployment rate.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
People are constantly communicating online and interacting with social media ser-
vices via mobile devices. Through these online activities, data is being generated
and collected by a range of online service providers. This data can contain informa-
tion on collective human behaviour and can be used to capture the current state of
society. A quicker understanding of the current state of society could help inform
decision making in both policy and business.
Previous research has exploited vast amounts of online data to investigate the
relationship between online behaviour on the Internet and real world behaviour. In
Chapter 2, this thesis has provided and described a wide range of previous studies
gaining new insights into human behaviour using online data.
In this thesis, different online data sources - Instagram photo data, Twitter
data and Google search data - have been used to obtain quicker estimates of key
measurements of society. We started by estimating national statistics across space,
specifically language statistics in Greater London and Greater Manchester, using
Instagram and Twitter data and ended by estimating national statistics across time,
specifically unemployment rates in the United Kingdom, using Google Trends data.
Photos, videos, and messages that are uploaded on social media platforms
contain information about human behaviour. In England and Wales, measuring
the number of people speaking a particular language across urban areas officially is
conducted every ten years by the Census which requires human effort and time. For
this reason, we focused on investigating the use of online data to complement the
2011 ONS Census, when estimating the spatial distribution of languages. In Chapter
4, we generated language usage statistics from Instagram photos that were uploaded
and tagged with locations in Greater London and Greater Manchester. We selected
the top 20 most commonly spoken languages across Greater London and Greater
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Manchester from Instagram language usage. These represent the majority of spoken
languages detected in messages exchanged on Instagram and their estimates would
be more stable than less common languages. Instead of the top 20 languages based
on the ONS Census, we chose the top 20 languages based on Instagram usage because
some top languages in ONS census are not well-represented in the Instagram dataset.
Our findings show that Instagram data has potential to help generate estimates of
language usage in different areas of Greater London although we found no such
evidence in Greater Manchester.
However, there are also other data sources which are available to investigate.
Chapter 5 builds on the results from the previous chapter. We found that Twitter
data has a smaller number of languages that improves the estimates compared to
the Instagram analysis, suggesting a weaker effect of Twitter data on improving the
estimates. This may be due to lower availability of posts with geotagged coordinates
on Twitter than on Instagram. Nevertheless, our findings suggest that, overall, in-
cluding Twitter data improve estimates more than baseline models. We explored
Twitter data further on borough-level analysis in Greater London. At borough-
level, we found that Twitter data that are automatically tagged with places provide
a smaller number of languages that can help generate more accurate estimates com-
pared to MSOA-level analysis on Twitter. However, our results revealed evidence of
improvement in estimates for only one language.
On the other hand, statistics across time can capture the current trends of
economic activities. In Chapter 6, we investigated the potential of using online data
to estimate national statistics across time, specifically unemployment rates in the
United Kingdom. We used UK unemployment rates from the ONS and Google search
data from January 2004 to February 2017. Our results reveal that Google search data
can help generate current estimates before the official data is released. Previous
research has focused on single or small groups of Google search terms. The common
approach has been subjective by manually selecting relevant keyword(s). In order
to objectively select a number of keywords that are important, we have developed
the nowcasting model further by including more relevant Google search terms, using
regularisation techniques, specifically elastic net, employing different periods for the
model to consider. Then, the out-of-sample and cross-validation techniques are used
to validate the performance. Our results suggest that variable selection via an elastic
net provides a better improvement in nowcasting performance when incorporating
long periods of data while models with fewer search terms generally perform better
in a shorter period. The study can be extended further by using other variable
selection techniques or complex models to improve the results, including obtaining
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the optimal choice of keywords and the optimal time period considered for the model.
We noted the time gap between 2011 Census data and Instagram data which
spans from September 2015 to February 2016 for Greater London and August 2013
to December 2013 for Greater Manchester where there is no official data to compare
the accuracy of language usage estimates across areas. Future work could also inves-
tigate potential for improving estimates across time, once new Census data becomes
available after 2021. This work has also focused on two large cities, Greater Lon-
don and Greater Manchester, and it is sensible to assume that these cities will have
greater levels of social media usage compared to smaller cities. However, there are
various UK cities that have different characteristics such as size, income level, age
demographics, and population density. Future research could group cities according
to the scale of population density (i.e. classifying cities into small, medium, and large
based on the number of people living in the city) and select one city in each group as
a sample. Therefore, investigating whether language usage on Instagram or Twitter
on cities with different characteristics (e.g. size and population density) could help
in estimating language statistics and reveal a complete picture of the usefulness of
online data.
Moreover, it is highly likely that there is a difference in the age distribution
across language speakers for both the Instagram and the Twitter platform. The
numbers of Instagram or Twitter users and the language variation that is reflected
in Instagram and Twitter data might affect this analysis to some extent [50]. For
example, older people might have less interest in using social media platforms than
younger people. Therefore, some of the languages that are represented in the census
from the ONS but not in Instagram and Twitter might be due to the difference in age
population and their preference to use social media. This work has focused on top
20 common languages on Instagram and Twitter usage which are majority of these
datasets. Future research could look into different criteria of common languages used
for the analysis (e.g. top 20 languages from ONS Census), which might reveal other
perspectives of online data.
This work has focused on only unemployment rates in the UK whereas there
are also other countries, such as the US and Thailand, which could be further inves-
tigated to validate whether variable selection techniques or elastic net could improve
nowcasting performance. This thesis has examined one example of economic indica-
tors on a country-level analysis, whereas city level analysis could produce a clearer
picture of the current state of the city. However, search volume data at a city level
are currently unavailable from various search engines.
Apart from people searching online for jobs, one of the other possibilities is
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that people are looking for information online to support their decisions in buying
consumer products. Therefore, using variable selection techniques to include relevant
Google keywords for nowcasting other areas and key economic measurements such
as retail sales statistics could improve nowcasting performance and provide more
insight into the usefulness of online search data. There are also other widely used
search engines such as Bing, and Yahoo that receive less attention. Merging search
volume data from further search engines could reveal whether they can help provide
better and quicker estimates of key economic measurements before the official figures
are published.
There will be increasing challenges in the future for research that looks into
online data, especially social media platforms. Recently, online data have been
exploited for commercial or personal purposes, for instance, using online data to
support political campaigns. There is also an increasing trend of leaked personal
data from online service providers. Therefore, people in the public are more aware
of online privacy when using both social media platforms and search engines. It
is possible that these online data sources might restrict data access in the future,
resulting lower volumes of data that are publicly available for research purposes.
This thesis has demonstrated the usefulness of online data in estimating
statistics across space and statistics across time. It has investigated the relation-
ship between online behaviour and real world behaviour. By exploiting spatial data
and time series data that are publicly available from online platforms, researchers
can gain new insight into human activity patterns and obtain key measurements
of society at low cost. Obtaining quicker and cheaper estimates using online data
could reveal crucial information about human behaviour at a collective level, for
policymakers and businesses alike, helping illuminate new opportunities for society.
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